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FOREWORD 
This final report is submitted in accordance with the require-
ments of NASA-GSFC, Contract No. NAS8-30889. The report includes: 
Volulile I - Evaluation of Alternate Telescope Pointing Schemes 
Volume II - Suspended Pallet Pointing Performance Study 
Volume III Retention/Suspension Systems, Pallet Common Module 
Configuration Study 
Volume I V - Summary Volume 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With the maturatiell of the space shuttle concept of a reusable launch vehicle for earth orbital. missions, two divergent modes of 
eperatien have been defined. One mode involves the use ef the shut-tle as a logistics vehicle placing free flying experiment packages in orbit and replacing, repairing er servicing existing packages. In additien it will perform a crucial rele as a manned experiment base, remaining in earth orbit from 7 to 30 days performing various experiments with equipment meunted in the payload bay. 
Current assessments of the eX1-3riments proposed for operation in llOw earth orbit in clOnjunction with a manned vehicle indicate that nearly 45 percent ef the payloads require pointing accuracy greater than that afforded by the IOrbiter capability using the Reaction Centrol System (RCS). It is therefere apparent that a 
second level of control or alterna,tely, an Instrument PIOinting System (IPS), is required to meet the precise pointing accuracies 
required by a substantial perceHtage of experiments that can fly on the erbitex. 
There are presently three cel1cepts that have been preposed flOr the Instrument Peinting System. They are the Inside-Out Gim-bal (lOG) system preplOsed by the Eurepean Spacelah preject, the Standard Experiment Pointing Base (SEPB), and the Fleated Pallet. The latter tWlO concepts wer" d"velop"d by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) perslOnne1. Th" purpose of this portion ef the study is to evaluate the opera tieR of these three concepts and to deter-miae ehe relative advantages and disadvantages of th" three proplOsed Iastrum,mt Pointing Systems. Of particular interest was the effect of structural flexibility IOn the perfermance IOf each ef the prepesed cencepts. The appreach tak"n ia evaluating these effects was te 
assure a rigid structure flOr determining the clOntrel llOep bandwidths and other system parameters (i .. e., suspension characteristics, sen'" slOr characteristics, etc.) required temeet a pointing stability performance IOf +1 ~c for all IOf the propesed systems in the pre-
sence of crew motion disturbances. Crew motion disturbances are projected tlO be the most severe disturbam:e presented to the IPS. Once these parameters were identified, structural flexibility was inserted and its effec·t on overall systrem stability and performance was determined for each of the proposed clOneepts. 
This velume (lOne ef four) describes the results and the conclu-siens obtained during this portioH of the study. The computer models used are presented in great detail in IOrder te make the reader aware 
ef the assumptilOns made and the implied limits-tilOns of the results ebtained and described ia this volume. 
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Two modes ef InstrumeL1Jt Pointing System operation were investi-
gated fr0m the standp0int 0f stability and performance. These were 
the poin,ting and slewing modes. In order to inves tigate these two 
modes of system operation two mathematical models were defined, one 
for use in system pOinting perfermance evaluations, the other to be 
used to determine the slewing capability and performance 0f the lOt;. 
The mathematical m0del emp10yed f0r the determination 0f system 
painting performance is linear consisting of six bodies. These bodies 
are distributed in the f0ll0wing manner: one b0dy represents the 
0rbiter; two bodies represent the pallet; ,me body represents a gim-
bal base or pedestal; one body represents the inner gimbal or inertial 
gimbal of a proposed gimballing system; one body represents the tele-
scope or instrument to be pointed. Features of this model include 
the following: 
a. Six degree otE freedom suspension dynamics between pallet 
and orbiter. 
b. Pallet flexibility. 
c. Six degree of freedom suspension dynamics between 'ehe 
pallet and the g:!:m];al pedestal. 
d. Gimbal and telescope in,terface flexibility. 
e. Sensor and actuator dynamics. 
By proper initialization this model can be made to represent 
any of the th,ree (i.e., lOG, SEl'B, or Floated Pallet) IPS evalu-
a!ted during the course of this study. A schematic representation 
of the linear pointing performance model is shown in figure 2-1. 
The slewing model is nonlinear and c0tlsists of three bodies. 
One body represent:s t:he orbite;:r and palle_t, the second represents 
the gimbal pedestal, and ehe third represents the telescope inner 
gimbal plus instrument. FeatClres 0fthis model include the fol-
lowing: 
a. Full strapdown equa,ti0ns of motion for the teieSllt0pe. 
b. N0nlinear Euler terms due to telescope motion. 
c. Six degree of freedom sllspensi0il dynamics be-tween pallet 
and gimbal pedes tal. 
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d. Quaternion type slew command logic. 
e. Sensor and actua,tor dynamics . 
A schematic representa,tion of the slewing model is shown in figure 2-2 • 
In the paragraphs that follow the mathematical derivation of both the pointing performance and slewing models will be outlined. 
2.1 Linear Pointing Performanc~ Model 
2.1.1 Translational llquations of Motion - Referring to figure 2-3 the following translational equations of motion can be written for the six bodies depicted. 
Fle+Fc12=mlPl (1) 
F2e-Fc12+Fc23=m2P2 (2) 
F3e-Fc23+Fc34=m3P3 (3) 
F 4e-F c34+FH=m4i\ (4) 
F5e-FH+FI=m5P5 (5) 
F6e-FI=m6P6 (6) 
where: 
Fje(j=l, ••• ,6) external forces applied to bodies 1 thru 6 respectively 
Fc12,Fc23,Fc34 compliance forces between bodies 1 and 2, 
2 and 3, and 3 and 4, respectively 
FH hinge f0rce between bodies 4 and 5 
FI = interface force between bodies 5 and 6 
mj (j=l, ••• ,6) = mass of bodies 1 thru 6 
P/j=1, ••• ,6) = distance from origin of arbitrary inertial 
coordina,te frame to cerLter of mass of 
bodies 1 thru 6 
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In addition the follow;.ng equation applies 
6 
L j=l F. =Mp Je 0 (7) 
where: 
and 
6 
M= L mj 
j=l 
(8) 
distance from origin of arbitrary inertial coordinate 
frame to the composite center of mass of the system shown 
in figure 2~3. 
Examination of figure 2-3 allows the following geometrical 
relationship to be written for the six bodies depicted. 
(9) 
where: 
Rj = distance from composite center of mass to the center 
of mass of bodies 1 thru 6 
Additionally from geometric considerations 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
From the definition of the system composite eM the following 
results 
6 
L j=l m.R.=O J J 
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E.23 
inertially fixed vector directed from tlH' eM of body 
1 to body 2 when the system is in an unstressed state 
= inertially fixed vector directed from the CM of body 
2 to the CM of body J when the system is in an un-
stressed state 
= inertially fixed vec tor direc ted from the CH of bO,dy 
3 to the ca of body 4 when the system is in an un-
stressed state 
= relative linear displacement between 
measured with respect to R120 
= relative linear displacement between 
measured with respect to 1l2JO 
relative linear displacement between 
measured with respect to R340 
bodies 1 "m<t2 
bodies 2 and 3 
bodies 3 and 4 
Substituting equations (10) thrl1 (13) into equation (15) 
keeping in mind the R120 • R230 • and RJ40 ,are inertially fixed 
vectors yields the following 
RI =- ~(mZ+m3+m4+mS+m6)£12+(m3+m4+ms+m6)£23+(m4+m5+m6)C34 
+(mS+m6) (i\+rz)+m6 (r3+r4] (16) 
Substituting equations (10) thru (13) in conju,nction with 
equation (16) into equation (9) gives 
PI = ~ {±Fje - ~m2+m3+m4+mS+m6)EI2+(m3 +m4+mS+m6 ) E23+(m4+mS+m6) E34 
j=l 
+(mS76) (r L+rZ)+m6 (r3+r4~ (17) 
P2= ! {2: Fje +ml E12- (m3+m4+mS +m6)E23-(m4 +mS+m6) EJ4 -(mS+m6) (r 1+r2) 
j=l -m6(rJ+r~ (18) 
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P3: kf tFje+ml E12+(ml+m2)E23-Cm4+mS+m6)E34-(mS+m6) (rl +r2) 
G=l 
-m6 (r3+r4J (19) 
P4= k{tFjl! +ml E12+Cml +m2) E23+(ml+m2+m3) E34-(m5+m6) (rl+r2) j=l 
-m6 (r3+r4J (20) 
PS= k{~Fje+ml£12+(ml+m2)E23+(ml+m2+m3)E34+(ml+m2+m3+m4)(rl+r2) 
j=l 
-m6 (r 3 +j! 4:7 (21) 
P6= kr~Fje+mlE12+Cml+m2)E23+Cml+m2+m3)E34+(ml+m2+m3+m4)(rl+r2) t=l 
+(ml+m2+m3+m4+mS) (r3+r4J (22) 
Substitution of equation (22) into equation (6) Yields 
Fr= k~ml+m2+m3+m4+ms)F6e-m6(Fle+F2e+F3e+F4e+F5e)-mlm6E12-m6(ml+m2 )E23 
-m6(ml+m2+m3)E34-m6(ml+m2+m3+m4) (rl+j!2)-m6(ml+m2+m3+m4+mS) (j!3+r4 ~ (23) 
Substitution of equations (21) and (23) into equation (S) results in 
FH= ~€ml+m2+m3+m4)(Fse+F6e)-(mS+m6)(Fle+F2e+F3e+F4e)-ml(ms+m6)E12 
-(ml +m2) (mS+m6)E23-(ml+m2+m3) (mS+m6)E34-(ml+m2+mS+m4) (m5+m6){r1 +r2) 
-m6(ml+m2+m3+m4) (j!3+j!4)jf (24) 
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It now becomes necessary to specify the compliance forces that act on the various bodies which will then result in the complete specification of the linear equations of motion of the six body 
system shown in figure 2-3. 
The compliance force between bodies 1 and 2 can be written as 
where: 
!3~i(k=1, ••• ,4) th distance from C11 of body 1 to the k lumped 
spring damper between bodies 1 and 2 on the 
th body 1 side of the k spring damper system. This vector is fixed in body 1. 
12 i\2(k=1, ••• ,4) = distance from Cr-< of body 2 to the kth lumped 
spring damper between bodies 1 and 2 on the 
12 SkID (k=l, ••• ,4) 
body 2 side of the kth spring damper system. 
This vector is fixed in body 2. 
value of S12 when system is unstressed. kl 
0
12 (k 1 4) val o. ,,12 h t· t d "k2D = , .•• , = ue L"k  w en sys em IS uns resse • 
= spring conRtant between bodies 1 and 2. 
= damping constant of spring damper between bodies 1 and 2. 
The damping and spring constants are defined as diagonal 
matrices in the following manner 
2-6 
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Ii ~ 1 
of ,l 
, 
K12=diag §12X;K12y;K12J 
D12=diag r12X;D12y;D12~ 
For small angular rotations of bodies 1 
relations apply 
(27) 
(28) 
and 2 the following 
In addition 
where: 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
= inertial vector equal to the distance from CH 
of body 2 to center of elasticity of spring 
d'amper system between bodies land 2 when the 
system is unstressed 
12 
a k20 (k=1, ••• ,4) = inelrtial ve"tor equal to the dis tanee from the' 
"enter of elasticity of the spring damper sys-
th tern between bodies land 2 to the k spring 
damper of that system 
Equation (25) lOan also be written as 
4 
Fe12= L 
k=1 
2-7 
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where: 
[ lZ lZ lZ lZ J ~ 'lZ ~lzl FclZk=KlZ' ~lZ+(~kZ-SkZ0)-USkl-SklOj+BlZ' LIZ+SkZ-PklJ 
Substituting equations (Z9) thru (34) int0 equation (36) 
rearranging terms yields 
(36) 
and 
(37) 
Subs,tituting equati0n (37) into equation (35) and performing the indicated surnrnati0ns yields 
4 
FclZ=K12 ' tEIZ+4(6z-6J )xREZ0-461xRlZO+(6Z-8l)x La~~0J 
k=l 
H0wever, by the definiti0n of ceruter o£ elasticity 
Therefore 
4 
",' alZ =0 L. 'KZO 
k=l 
F clZ=4KlZ ' ElZ+(82-61)X~zo-61XRlZOJ 
+4D12 ' rlZ +(W2-Wl):X~20-WIXRl2~ 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
Nsing the same procedure as outlined above the compliance £",;-ees between bodies 2 and 3 and 3 and 4 can be written as 
4 
F eZ3= L F c23k 
k=l 
(41) 
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where: 
F cZ3k =KZ3 " tZ3+C.8 3-6Z)xRE30-8ZxR230+(6 3-6 Z)Xa~~~ 
+DZ3 " E23+{W3-WZ)~30+CW3-W2)Xa~~G-WZXR23~ 
Fc23=4K2J" E20+(83-82)~30-62XR23~ 
+4B23'!:2J+(W3-W2)~3@-W2XR23~ 
4 
Fc34= I FcJ4k 
k=l 
Fc34k=K34' G34+(e4-83)X~40-63XR340+(e4-e3)Xa~:J 
~ 34 J +B34 ' L34+(W4-W3)X~40+(W4-W3)Xak40-w3XRJ4~ 
FC34=4K34'~34+(e4-e3)X~40+e3XR34~ 
+4D34 ' E34+(W4-W3)XRE40-W3XR34~ 
K23 = spring cons,tant of spring damper between bodies 2 and 3 
B23 = damping c.onstant of spring damper between bodies Z and 3 
K34 = spring constant of spring damper 
between bodies 3 and 4 
D34 = damping C0ns-tant of spring damper 
betweeB bodies 3 and 4 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
system 
system 
system 
system 
inertial vecto,r equal to the distance from 
the center of elasticity of the spring 
damper system between bodies Z and 3 to 
th the k spring damper of that system 
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34 
a k40 (k=1, •.• ,4) = inertial vector equal to the distance from 
the center of elasticity of the spring 
damper system between bodies 3 and 4 to 
h k th . d f th t t e spn.ng amper 0 a sys tem 
K23,K34,D23,D34 are defined as diagunal matrices in the 
following manner 
K23=diag~23x;K23y;K23Z 
K34~d~ag~34x:K34y:K34Z 
D23-dlag~23x'D23y'D23Z 
D34=diag~J4X;D34y;DJ4;) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
The above equati,ms comple.te1y define the translati0na1 equa-tions 0f m0ti0n of the six b0dy system shown in figure 2-3 • 
It. is n0W neeessary to derive the rotational equati0uS of m0-ti0n f0r the six body system sh0Wll in figure 2-3. This is outlined in what follows. 
2.1. 2 Rotational Equations of Mol;i0n 
Bogy 1 - The r0tati0nal equa,tien 0f motion for body 1 lOan be 
writ tel. as 
12 12 12 12 d Tle+Tle+RllxFle+Sllx(Fc12l)+S2lxFc122+S3lxFe123+S4lx(Fe124)= dt(Jl'wl ) (51) 
12 But up0n subsi:itutien of equations (29), (33), and (37) into BUx(F 10121) elimina.tin.g second order terms the following re.sult~. and 
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Evalua'ting the other terms in equation (51) similarly and per-
forming the indicated summation results in the following 
Tle+Tlc +R11xFle = :t (Jl·Wl)-4(R120+RE20)X~12· E12+(e2-01)XRE20-elxR12~ 
+D12 • ~12+(W2-Wl)X~20-WlxR12~} 
4 
r: at;oxt12· (e2-el)Xat;~ 
k=l 
4 
-L a~;0xE12·(W2-W1)Xag~ (53) 
k=l 
Equation (53) can be rewritten as 
d 
Tle+Tlc+RllxFle= d,t(Jl·wl)+d12·(wl-w2)+k12·(el-82) 
+4(R120+~20)X€12· tWl-W2)X~20+WlxR12~ . 
+K12 • Eel-e2)~20+81X'R12~} 
-4(R120+~20)x E12 • E12+K12 ·£13 (54) 
where: 
. r;, 1Z 2 12 Z r; lZ 2 lZ ill 
k12=dl.ag ~Klzz (alzOY) ; 4K12z (aI20) ; 4 LIZY (alZOx) +KIZx (a lZ0y) JJ 
. r;, 12 Z lZ 2 r;; 12 2 12 zll d12=d~ag~D12Z(alZ0Y) ; 4B12z (a120x) ;4~12z(alZOx) +DIZx (ai20y) JJ 
and 
TIe = e><ternal torque applied to body 1 
TIc = control torque applied to body 1 
Rll = distance from OM of body 1 to the external force appli-
"a,trion on body 1 
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nody 2 - The rotational equation of motion for body 2 can be 
written as 
12 12 U 12 23 
T2e +T2c +R22xF 2e -J\2xF c121-(322xF c122-1332xF c123-J342xF c124+1312xF 10231 
23 23 23 d +1322xFc232+1332xFc233+1342xFc234~ dt(J2 'w2 ) (57) 
Using the same approach as outlined for body 1 in conjunction 
with the following relationships 
k=1, •.• ,4 
k=1, ... ,4 
k=1, ••• ,4 
results in 
T2e +T2e +R22xF 2e= :t (J2 'W2)+d12 ' (w2-w1 )+k12 (8 2-81 ) 
+4~20xf12' ~12+(W2-Wl)~20~WlXR12~ 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
+K12 ' rU+(e2-el)X~20-81xR12~}+d23' (w2-w3 ) 
+k23 ' (02~83)+4(R230+~3Q)X~23' E82-83)XRE30+02XR23~ 
+D23 ' ~W2-W3)XRE30+W2XR233) 
-4(R23Q+~30)Xf23'E23+D23'E2~ (62) 
where: 
(63) 
(64) 
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and 
T = external torque applied to body 2 2e 
T2c = control torque applied to body 2 
distance from eM of body 2 to the point of external force application on body 2 
Body 3 - The rotational equation of motion for body 3 Can be written as 
23. 23 23 23 34 T3e+T3c+R33xF3e-B13xT!c23l-B23xFc232-B33xFc233-B43xFc234+B13xFc34l 
34 . 34 34 d +S23xFc342+B33xFc343+B43xFc344= Jt(J3 'w3) (65) 
Using the same approach as outlined for body 1 in conjunction with the following relationships 
23 23 . 23 
Bk3=Sk30+83xBk30 k=1, ••• ,4 
23 23 (3k30=RE30+ak30 k=1, ... ,4 
34 34. 34 
Bk3=Bk30+B3xSk30 k=1, ••• ,4 
34 34 Bk30=R340+~40+ak40 k=1, ... ,4 
gives 
d T3e+T3c+R33XF3e= dt(J3'W3)+d23'(W3-W2)+k23'(63-02) 
+4'~30X€ 23' ~23+(W3-W2)XRE30 -w2XR23~ 
+K23'~23+(63-e2)X~3Q-e2xR23~~ 
+d34 ' (w3-w4)+k34 ' (83-84) 
+4(R340+~40)Xf34' E83-e4)xRE40+83XR34~ 
+El34 ' [W3-W4)X~40+W3xR34~~ 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
-4(R340+~40)xf34 'E34+D34 'E3~ (70) 
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T3e = external torque applied to body 3 
T3c = control torque applied to body 3 
R33 = distance from eM of body 3 to the point of external 
force application on body 2 
Body 4 - The rotational equation of motion for body 4 can be 
written as 
4 34 34 34 
T4e-TH+R44xF4e+rlxFH-J3l4xFc34l-i324xFc342-1334xFc343 
34 d 
-S44xFc344= dt(J4 'w4) (73) 
Using the same approach outlined for body 1 in conjunction 
with equation (24) and the following relationships 
k=l, ... ,4 (74) 
k=l, ... ,4 (7S) 
yields 
(71) 
(72) 
(ml +m2+m3+m4 ) 4 4 4 rns+m61 4 T4e~TH+R44xF4e+ M rlxCFse+F6e)-C M Jrlx(Fle+F2e+F3e+F4e)= 
!t (J 4 'w4)+d34 ' (W4-W3 )+k34 ' C8 4-@3)+4~40X€34' e34+(W4-W3)XRE40-W3XRJ40] 
[ 4\ ml (m5+m6 ) 4 00 Cml +m2) CmS+m6) +K34't:34+ce4-e3)~4Q-@3"'R34~j+ -, M r l xEl2+ - M r l xE23 
Cml +m2+m3) (mS+m6 ) (ml +m2+m3+m4 ) (mS+m6) Coo , .. 4) + -- - M r l xE34+ - - M - 'rlx r l
+r
2 
+
' m6(ml+m2+m3+m4) c
o
,04 .04 
M rlx r 3+r4 ) (76) 
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where: 
external torque applied to body 4 
hinge torque between bedias 4 and 5 written in body 4 
coordinates 
= distance from CM of body 4 to the point of external 
f0rce application 0n body 4 
r l = distance from CM of body 4 to hinge point and is fixed in body 4 
distance from hinge point to CM of body 5 written in 
body 4 coordinates 
distance from CM of body 5 to telescope in,terface 
point written in body 4 coordinates 
distance from telescope interface to CH of body 6 
written in body 4 coordinates 
Bedy 5 - The rotational equation af mot:ion for body 5 can be 
written as 
Substit;ut:ing equat:ions (23) and (24) into equa,tion (77) results 
in 
+ 
2-lJi 
· . 
1 \ 
i I 
I i 
II 
I 
t I i , 
LT---
, ;1 ":' 
where: 
TSe = external torque applied to body S 
RSS ~ distance fram CM of body S to point of 
external force application on body S 
~ external forces applied 0n bodies 1 thru 
4, respectively, written in body S coor-dinates 
distance from CM of b0dy 4 to hinge p0int 
written in body 5 c00rdinates 
llody 6 - The rotational equation of motion for body 6 can be 
written as 
Substituting equation (23) into equation (79) results in 
m6 6 6 6 6 6. 
r 4xF6e- ~ r4x(Fle+F2e+F3e+F4e+FSe)= 
d ml m6 .. m6 (ml +m2) dt(J6·w6)+dS6·(w6-wS)+kS6·(86-8S)+ -M- r 4",E12+ U ~ 
where: 
T 6e = external torque acting on body 6 
= d~is tance from eM of body 6 to the point 0f external f0rce applicati0n on b0dy 6 
(80) 
The assumpti0n made in the deriva,ti0n of the ab0ve r0tational equati0ns 0f m0tion is that c00rdinate frames fixed in bodies 1 thru 4 are "0-aligned while the coordinate frames fixed in bodies Sand 6 a,re c0-aligned. Hence vect0rs fixed in b0dies 1 thru 4 
are expressed equally in any of the coordhmte frames 1 thru 4. Vectors fixed in b0dies 5 and 6 a",e expressed equally in either 
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body S or body 6 coordinates. The relationship between body Sand 6 coordinates and the coordinates of bodies 1 thru 4 is given by the direction cosine transformation 4TS which describes the trans-
formation from body S coordinates to body 4 coordinates and is given by 
(81) 
In ord'er to obtain a complete set of equations of motion for the six body system being considered three linear equations of mo-tion are required in addition to the six rotational equations of 
motion derived above for each of the six bodies. These are needed to enable the solution of the relative l~near displacements E12 , E:23 and E:34 between bodies 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4, respectively. 
The three linear equations of motion chosen are equations (1), (2), and (3). 
Substituting equations (17) and (40) into equation (1) Yields 
(minn3 -hn4 -hnS -hn6) ml 4 4 frol. .. M FIe - M(F 2e +F 3e +F 4e +F Se +F 6e )=- [M(m2+n13-hn4-hnS -hn6) E12 
+4.1)12' E12 +4K12 • E:l~ - m~ em3 -hn4 -hnS -hn6) 1:'23 +(m4 -hnS -hn6) 1:'34J 
mI(~ .. ..4 .. 4 .• 4J 
- M[mS -hn6) (r1 +r 2)-hn6 (r 3 +r 4J +4D12 ' (WI xR120)+4K12 ' (81 XR120) 
+4.1)12' EWI-W2)xRE2~+4K12' E81-82)XRE2~ (82) 
Substituting equations (18), (40) and (43) into equation (2) results in 
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(ml+m3+m4+m5+m6) m2e 4 4)= ml m2 'E' 0 M F2e- ~ Fle+F3e+F4e+F5e+F6e M l2+4D12° ElZ 
fD'Z(m3+m4+m5+m6) .. 0 1 m2 .. +4KlZOElZ-[ M EZ3+4DZ3°EZ3+4KZ3°E2~- ~(m4+m5+m6)E34 
- m~ Em5+m6)(j!1+r~)-m6(j!j+j!:j +4D12 0 EW2··Wl)X~z~+4K12 0 E82-8l)X~20J 
- tD12 0 (WIXR120)+4K12 0 (8l xRlZOj +4DZ3 0 EW2-W3)XRE3~+4K23° Ee2-e3)X~3~ 
(83) 
Substituting equations (19), (43) and (46) into equation (3) gives 
(84) 
Equations (54), (6Z), (70), (76), (78), (80), (82), (83) and (84) form the complete set of equations of motion for the six body 
system being considered. Linearizing these equations of motion 
and writing them in complete matrix format results in the follow-ing 
TIe +Rn 0 FIe =J 1 o~l + e12 -4 (RlZ0 +REZ0) 0°12 0 (RIZO +~2~ 0 wI 
+ t12- 4 (RlZ0+~20) OK12 0 (RlZ0+~20108l+ t(RlZQ+~20) OD12 0~20_dl~ owz 
+ E (RlZ0 +~20) OK12 o\ZO-kl~ 0 8Z-Tlc -4 (R120+REZ0) °OlZ oE12 
-4 (RlZO+\20) °K12°ElZ (85) 
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'£ Ze+Rzz' F Ze = tRIlZO 'OlZ' (RIzo+\zo)-dl~ 'wl+J 2 'W2 
+ E12-4RIlZO 'OlZ 'REZO+dZ3-4 (RZ30 +RE30) '°23 ' {R230 +RE303 'w2 
+ G12-4\20 'K12 '~ZO+kZ3-4(R230+RIl30) 'K23 ' (RZ30+RE301'02 
+t (R230+\30) 'OZ3 'RE30-d2~ 'W3+e (RZ30+RIl30) 'KZ3 'RIl30-k2~ '° 3 
-'£ZC+~~ZO'KIZ'(RIZO+~30)-kl~'01+4~20'012'~12+4RIl20'K12 'E12 
(86) 
'£ 3e +R33 'F 3e = t\30 '°23 ' (R230 +RIl30 ) -d2~ .wz + t~30 'K23 ' (RZ30 +RIl30)-kZ~ • °2 
+J 3 .w3+ e23-4~30 'OZ3 '~30 +d34-4 (R34 0 +RIl40 ) '°34 ' (R340-RIl40j 'w3 
+tZ3-4a;,30 'KZ3 '\30+k34 -4 (R340 +RIl40) 'K34 ' (R340 +R1l403 '03-'£3c 
+t(R340+a;,40) '°34 'RIl40-d3~ 'W4+t(R340+\40) 'K34 '\40-k3~'8 4 
+4~30'D23'~23+4\30'KZ3'E:Z3-4(R340+RIl40)'D34'C34-4(R34O+RIl40)'K34'E34 (87) 
_ ffiS+m6 _ ffil +m2+m3+m4 _ ffiS+1II6 _ 
'£4e+(R44-~ r l )'F4e+C M )rl'4'£S'(FSe+F6e)- M rl'(Fle+FZe+F3e)= 
t~4Q '1)34' (R340+~40)-d3J 'W3+tRIl40 'K34 ' (R34Q+RIl40)-k3~ • 83+J :'W4 
+~34-4T<;;4Q 'D34 '~4~ 'W4+t34-4\40'K34 'a;,4~'8 4 
f(ffil+mZ+ffi3+m4) (ffiS+m6 ) -. .- ffi6(ffil+mZ+m3+m4) 1 
-t . M r l 4'£S r z+ . M rl·4Ts·r~.ws 
rm6(ml;,TI2+m3+m4) - -1. ml (ffiS+m6 ) -.. (ml +m2) (mS+m6) - .. 
-t M rl'4'£S'r~ 'W6+4'£S'TH+ M r 1 'E:12+ M' r 1 'E:23 
(ml +m2+m3) (lIIS+m6) 
+ II rl'E34+4~40'034 'C34+4R1l4Q'K34 'E:34 (88) 
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m6 (nyhn2+m3+m4) - -1 -.. * . 
- M·· r 4 ' 4T5 'r1'w4+J65'w5-d56'w5-kS6'85+J6'w6+dS6'w6+kS6'(J6 
m1m6 _ -1 .. m6 (m1+m2) - -1 .. m6 (m1+m2+m3) - -1 .. +-M- r 4'4TS 'E12+ M r 4 ' 4T5 'E23+-- M r 4 ' 4T5 'E34 (90) 
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ml+m3+m4+mS+m6 m21: J- -
M F2e- ~t:le+F3e+F4e+4Ts'(Fse+F6ej=4DI2'(~20+RI20)'WI 
+4K12 ' (~20 +RI20) ,e l-tDIZ ' ~ZO +4D23 ' (~30 +R2303 'W2 
- tKl2 '~ZO+4KZ3' (RZ30+~30j '8Z+4D23 '\30 'w3+4K23 'RE30 '(J3 
mZ -. mZ C - -1· m2 ffi6 -, 
+ ~(mS+m6)rI'W4+4Ts' M tmS+m6)rZ-m6r:j 'Ws - -M- 4TS'r4 'W6 
ffi1mZ .. • . ~2(m3+m4'+mS+m6) .• • ] 
+ -v EI2+4D12'EI2+4K12'EI2-C M E23+4D23'E23+4K23'EZ3 . 
(92) 
'-----------
ml+m2+m4+ms+m6 m3 r.:., 1 _ - ~ 
.~ ~ M ~ ~ F3e- ~Lle+F2e+F4e+4TS'(Fse+F6e~ =4DZ3'(R230+RE30)'w2 
+4K23 , (R230+~30) '82- tD23 '\30+4D34' (R340+~40j 'W3-tK23'RE30 
+4K34 ' (R340+~40a '83+ m~(mS+m6)rl'~4+4D34 'RE4Q 'w4+4K34 '~4Q'8 I, 
m3 ~ - -1,. m3m6 -, ml,m3 .. m3(m1+m2) 
+4TS' M: tmS+m6)r2-m6r:J 'W5-~ 4TS' r 4' w6+ -v E1Z+ M E23 
, . E'/m4+mS+m6) .. ' 1 
+4D23'EZ3+4KZ3'E23-C M ~ E34+4D34 'E34+4K34 'E3~ (93) 
rhe f0110wing definiti0ns are used in equa,ti0ns (85) tlu,u (93) 
JZ=diag r 4x;J 4y;J 4~ 
Z-21 
-r r Ix ly 
-r r Ix lz -r r 1 ly z 
-rlxrlz 
~rlyrlz (94) 
2 2 (r1x+r1y) 
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J;=diag~5X;J5y;J5~ 
+ (m1+m2+m/1n4) (m5+m6) 
M 
+ m6(ml+m2+m3+m4+m5) 
M 
2 2 (r2y+r2z ) 
-r2Xr 2y 
-r2xr 2z 
2 2 (r3y+r 3z) 
-r3x"3y 
-r3xr 3z 
+ m6 (m1+m2 +l~3 +m4) 
(r2yr3y+r2zr3z) 
M 
+ m6(ml+m2+m3+m4) 
M 
J*=diagG oJ oJ 1 .. 6 [6x' 6y' 6:] 
-r r 
. 2y 3x 
-r2z r 3x 
(r 2yr 3y +r 2zr 3z) 
-r r 2x 3y 
-r2xr 3z 
2 2 (r4y+r4z) 
-r2xr 2y -r2xr 2z 
2 2 (r2x+r2z ) -r2yr 2z 
2 2 
-r2yr 2z (r2x+r2y) 
-r2xr 3y -r2xr 3z 
(r2xr3x+r2zr3z) -r2yr 3z 
-r r 2z 3y (r2 r3 +r2 r3 ) x x yy 
-r2yr 3x -:r r 2z 3x 
(r2xr3x+r2zr3) -r2zr 3y (95) 
-r r 2y 3z (r r +r r ) 2x 3x 2y 3y 
.... ,r r 4x 4y 
~r4xr4Y 
-"4xr 4z 
2 2 (r4 +r4 ) .X Z (96) 
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(r2yr4y+r2zr4z) 
, m6 
(mi""2+m3+m4) ,TS6= M -r2xr 4y 
-r2xr 4z 
(r3yJ:4y+r3zr4z) 
+ (ml+m2+m3+m4+mS) -r3xr 4y 
-r3xr 4z 
0 
-R120z 
R120= R 120z 0 
-R 120y R 120x 
Q 
-R 23Qz 
R230= R 23Qz 0 
-R 
' 230y R 230x 
2-23 
-r2yr 4x -r2zr 4x 
(r2zr4z+r2xr4x) -r2zr 4y 
-r2yr 4z (r2xr4x+r2yr4y) 
-r3yr 4x -r3zr 4x 
(r3zr4z+r3xr4x) -r3zr 4y 
-r3yr 4z (r3xr4x+r3yr4y) 
-r4yr 2x -r4zr 2x 
(r4xr2x+r4zr2z) -r4zr 2y 
-r4yr 2z (r4xr2x+r4yr2y) 
-r4yr 3x 
(r4 r3 +r4 r3 ) x x z· z 
-r4yr 3z 
R120y 
-R 120x 
0 
R23Qy 
-R 230x 
0 
-r4zr 3y 
(r4x43x+r4yr3y) 
(99) 
(100) 
(97) 
(98) 
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R340~ 
~20; 
l);30~ 
~40~ 
r ; 1 
r ~ 2 
0 
-R340z 
R 340z 0 
-R 340y R340x 
0 ~~20z 
~20z 0 
-~20y ~20x 
0 -~30z 
~30z 0 
-~30y R E30x 
0 -~40z 
~40z 0 
-~40y 11l40x 
0 -r 1z 
r 1z 0 
-r 1y r 1x 
0 
-r 2z 
r Zz 0 
-r Zy rZx 
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-~20x 
o 
~30y 
-R E30x 
0 
~40y 
-~40x 
0 
r 1y 
-r Ix 
0 
r Zy 
-r Zx 
0 
(101) 
(102) 
(103) 
(104) 
(105; 
(106) 
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r = 3 
r = 4 
8.= 
J 
0 
r3z 
-r 3y 
r 0 
l_:4Z 
4y 
£ = 12 
£23= 
£34= 
8. 
JX 
e. JY 
8 jz 
-r 3z r 3y 
0 -r 3x (107) 
r 3x 0 
-r 4z r 4y 
0 -r 4x (108) 
r 4x 0 
£12x 
£12y (109) 
£12z 
£23x 
£23y (110) 
£23z 
£34x 
£34y (111) 
E34z 
! 
• 
j=1, •.. ,6 (112) 
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W. JX 
W= w. 
J JY 
j=1, ... ,6 (113) 
w. JZ 
F. J,ex 
F. = F. Je Jey j=1 ••••• 6 (114) 
F. Jez 
T. Jex 
T. = T. Je Jey j=l ••••• 6 (115) 
T. Jez 
0 -R .. Rjjy JJZ 
it .. = R .. 0 -Rjjx j=l ••••• 6 JJ JJZ (116) 
-R .. R .. Q JJY JJX 
all aZl a 3l 
-1 
4T5 =5T4= alZ a Z2 a 3Z (117) 
a13 a;B a33 
Equations (85) thru (93) form the comple·te set of linear equa-tions of motion for the six body system being c0nsidered. The 0ne. additi0nal thing required to specify the c0mplete mathema,tical model 0f the six b0dy system is the definition of all the possible control t0rque equations tha,t can act on the system. For the three IPS op-ti0ns (I.e •• mG. S,RPB. and F10ated Pallet) being c0nsidered in this 
study the control 0n body I (I.e •• TIc) which represents the orbiter 
is zero for the f0l10wing reason. 
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When considering the operation of the lOG or SEPB the orbiter 
vernier RCS is contralling the orbiter vehicle which operates essen-
tially independently from the SEPB or the lOG. The disturbances 
applied to ehe system due to ReS firings are negligible when com-
pared to the manned motion disturbance and hence can be neglected. 
When e,msidering the Floated Pallet, the orbiter vernier RCS is 
inhibited and the camplete system including the orbiter is con-
trolled via a cluster af pallet mounted d"uble gimbal control ma-
ment gyras. 
The cantrol tarque structure is assumed ta be in all cases 
a linear cambinatian af rate, p"sitian, and ehe integral "f p"si-
tian. Thraughaut it is assumed that system ra'te is measured by a 
set of rate gyros wh<>se output is integrated twice ta "btain system 
pasitian and the integral of positian thus enabling the formation 
af the command cOlltral torque vectar. The control tarque T2c can 
be farmed by information derived fram a set of rate gyros maunted 
either an body 2 or 3. Assuming the gyras to be m(ounted an body 2 
the control to_rque cannnand vect0;r can be expressed as 
where: 
wZm ~ 
~p ~ 
K Pp 
~ 
KIp ~ 
and 
W 
T ~-E ·w +K • 2m +K 2c Rp 2m Pp s Ip 
comm 
measured rate "f body 2 
floated pallet rate gain 
fl"ated 
floated 
pallet positi"n gain 
pallet integral gain 
~p ~diag~px;~Py;~pJ 
K ~diag~ ·K ·K 1 
-l'p L Ppx'-l'py' PP:J 
K ~diagfK ·K ·K 1 Ip L Ipx' -Tpy' -TpzJ 
W!~ ] (118) 
(119) 
(120) 
(12l) 
The rela'tionship be,tween the actual and measured system ra,te 
assuming second order sensar dynamics can be written as 
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where: 
w = gyro natural frequency 
ns 
~s = gyro damping ratio 
The relationship between the command torque vector and 
actual torque vector applied te the vehicle asswning second 
contrel mement gyre dynamics is given by 
where: 
W = actua,tor (CMG) natural frequency 
na 
~a actuator (CMG) damping ratio 
(122) 
the 
order 
(123) 
Substituting equation (122) inte equa,tien (118) and in turn 
substituting the results inte equatien (123) gives 
(124) 
If the rate gyros were mounted on body 3 the contrel terque 
is given by 
T2c =-~2+n :~" s+w2] [s2+2~ :~s s+w2 J,. ~p 'w3+~p • 83+KIp • 8!] (125) ~ ana nd~ sns nsJL 
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Using the same approach as above the control torques on body 3 can be written as 
G w2 ~ G w
2 J r 8 ~ na ns 3 T =- . . . ·w + ·0 +K .-3c s2+2(; w s+;i s2+2(; w s+w2 ~p 3 ~p 3 Ip s a na na s ns ns (126) 
G 2 jG 2 Jr . GJ 
w w na ns 2 T =- - ,. ·W +,. ·e +K .-. 3c s2+2(; w s+w2 s2+2(; w s+w2 ~p 2 ~p 2 Ip s a na na· s us ns (127) 
Using the same approach as above for determination of the hinge torques TH realizing that the hinge cannot be moved hence 
it always applies torques to bodies 4 and 5 but that the rate gyros can be mounted on body 5 or 6 the following results 
where: 
1 
--= 
w 
nT 
gimbal torquer time constant 
IC = telescope ra,te gain 1'.6 
~6 telescope position gain 
KI6 telescope integral gain 
Additionally 
~6=diag[~6X;~6Y;~6~ 
~6"'diag ~6X;~6y;Y'p6~ 
KI6=diag @I6X;KI6y;KI6d 
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In the derivation of the hinge torques it is assumed that the 
gimbal torquer has first order dynamics. It should he noted that 
a,t no time can more t.haD ahe of the control torques defined in 
equations (124), (125), (126), (127), (128) and (129) be acting 
on the six body system. 
Equations (85) thru (93) in conjunction with equations (124) 
thru (129) constitute the lineae ",athematical model of the IPS. 
This model was programmed on a digital computer and used in the 
evaluation of the tht:"ee IPS options, the lOG, SEPB and Floated 
Pallet. Each of these systems can be obtained from the IPS model 
defined above by proper initialization in the following manner. 
To obtain the lOG, the suspension parameters between bodies 1 
and 2, i.e., d12 , k12 , D12 and K12 are set to reflect a struc-
tural interface while the suspension parameters between bodies 
3 and 4, i.e., d34 , k34 , D34 and K34 are set to reflect the lOG 
sllspensien characteristics. The control torques T2 and T3 are 
c c 
identically set to zero. To obtain the SEPB the suspension para-
meters between bodies 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 are set to reflect a 
structural interface while the control torques T2c and T3c are 
set identically to zero. In addition r 2+r3+r4«1 which means 
that the gimbal suspension is close to the telescope center of 
mass. To obtain the Floated Pallet d3", k 34 , !l34' K34 and TH 
are identically set to zero while the suspension parameters be-
tween bodies 1 and 2 are set to reflect the floated pallet sus-
pens ian characteristics. 
2.1. 3 Para!lletfi;rs f"r IPS P"1inting p"rforl)lance Evaluation 
Tables 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 list the nominal parametet:"s that were 
used to evaluate the pointing perfot:"mance of the lOG, SEPB and 
Floated Pallet, respectively. Table 2-4 lists a set of general 
control gain functions from which the gains for any loop band-
width for at:"bitrary inertia can be c0mputed assuming a contr0l 
iaw structure of rate, pmsition, plus integral of position . 
2.2 SleWing H"9'el - The secti0ns that follow will outline 
the deriva,tiQIi of the mathematical model employed f0r slewing. 
2.2.1 Trimslational Eguations 0f Motion - Referring to figure 
2-4 and using the same n0mencla,ture as defined above the f01l0wing 
translati0nal equations of motion can be written for the system 
depicted. 
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F. =Mp ; M=(ml +m2+m3) Je <> 
(133) 
(134) 
(135) 
(136) 
Additionally from the geometry shown in figure 2-4 we have 
(137) 
(138) 
(139) 
From the definition of the composite system center of mass 
(140) 
Also fr<>m geometrical considerations 
(141) 
(142) 
Substituting equa,tions (141) and (142) ;int0 equation (140) and 
s01ving f0r Rl yields 
Rl =- ;~m2+m3)(R120+E12)+m3(rl+r2~ (143) 
Substituting equati0ns (139), (143) and (136) int0 equati0n (135) and s01ving f0r the hinge f0rce yields 
FH= ~ ~mihn2)F 3e -m3 (FIe +F 2e)-ml mi12-m3 (ml~1n2) Ci\ +i' 21 (144) 
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The compliance force between bodies 1 and 2 of the kth iso-
lator can be written as 
• ~ 12 12 12 12 J 012 .12J 
Fc12k=K12·E12+D12·E12+K12· ~k2-Sk20)-(Sk1-Sk10J+D12·~k2-Sk1 (145) 
Substituting equations (29) thru (34) into equation (144) 
results in 
FC12k=K12·[E12+(e2-el)X~20-e1XR120+(82-81)Xat~~ 
+D12·[~12+(W2-W1)X~20+(W2-W1)Xat~O-W1xR120] 
However 
which yields 
4 
F c12= L F c12k 
k=l 
(146) 
(147) 
Fc12=4K12 ·G12 +(82-e1)XRE20~e1XR12~ +4D12 • t12+(W2-W1)XRE20-W1XR120] 
A force equation will be required in order to solve for E12 • 'fhis 
equation is obtained by substituting e"uations (148), (143) ana (137) 
into equation (133) which results in 
m2+m3 m1 C~l..· J 
M Fle- ~(F2e+F3e)=-~(m2+m3)E12+4D.E12+4K12·E12 
+4D 12· GW1-W2)~20+W1:l<R12J +4K12 .[(81-e2)xRE20+61XR12J 
(149) 
2.2.2 Rotational Equations of Motion - The following para-
graphs will develop the rota,tiona1 equations of motion of the 
system depicted in figure 2-4. In this deve10pmen.t it will be 
assumed that the coorainate frames of boaies 1 and 2 are a1ignea. 
However, the cooraina,te frame of body 3 can be at an arbitrary 
o,rien'tation with respect to bodies 1 ana 2. 
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Eody 1 - The rotational equation of motion for body 1 can be written as 
4 
Tle+RUxFle+ L 
k=l 
(150) 
Substituting equations (29), (33) and (146) into equation (150) and doing the indicated summation eliminating second order terms yields 
+4 (RIZO +I);ZO) X€12' tWl- WZ) x~ZO +"ll XRlZ0 
+KlZ ' ~el-8Z)XRE20+elxR12~}-4(RlZO+RE20)X~12 '~12 +K12 "olJ (151) 
Body Z - The rotational equation of motion for body 2 can be 
written as 
4 
T 2e -T~ +R2ZxF 2e - L 
k=l 
(152) 
Substituting equations (30), (34), (144) and (146) into equa-tion (152) and eliminating second order terms gives 
where: 
Z 
F3e = 
(153) 
external force acting on body 3 written in body 2 coor-dinates 
2 Tn = hinge torque acting on. bodies 2 and 3 written in b<>dy 2 
coordinates 
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distance from hinge point to CM of body 3 written in body 2 coordinates 
Body 3 - The rot.ational equation of motion for body 3 can be exprer'ed as 
(154) 
Substituting equation (144) into equation (154) yields 
where: 
(155) 
external force acting on bodies 1 and 2, respectively, 
written in body 3 coordinates 
distance frQm CM of bQdy 2 CQ hinge PQint, written in body 3 cQordinates 
Rewriting equations (149), (151), (153) and (155) in matrix form yields 
Tle+Rll'Fle=Jl'Wl+d12'(Wl-W2)+k12,(8l-82) 
-4(R120+~2G) '~12 fRE2G ' (Wl-W2)+R120'W~ 
+K12 ' ~20' (8l-82)+R120 .eJ) 
-4 (R120 +~20)' ~12 '£12+K12 'EIJ 
----------
(156) 
-Olli 
r; 
-
m
1
+m
Z 
_ 
m3 _ 
* • TZe+RZZ'FZe+ M r 1 ' ZT3 'F 3e - - r '(F Ie +FZe )=J Z .wZ+d 1Z ' (wZ-w1) M 1 
I.' i 
, , 
! • 
+k1Z ' (8Z-81)-4REZO 'e1Z '~zo' (wZ-wl)-RlZ0 'WJ+K1Z -[\:ZO' (0Z-81 )-R1Z0 '0~) 
llLl
m
3 -.. - E' . m3 (m1+mZ) - ~ [-. -. - ~} + ----"Ji! rl'ElZ+4~ZO' D12'EIZ+KIZ'El~- M r 1 ' ZT3 ' rZ,w3+W3·(rZ,w3) 
+ZT3 'TIi (157) 
1 2 - 3 -
-1 *. - * m+m m [ J T3e+R33'F3e+ M r Z'F3e- M r Z' ZT3 '(Fle+FZe)=J3'w3+w3'J3'w3 
~, ., 
L 
mlm) - r -1 .. ~ m3 (m1+mZ) - C' -1 - 'J +.~ rz'~T3 'E1Z -M r Z' ZT) 'r1 'wZ -TIi (158) 
I ' 
" .j 
L 
t 
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I " 
1,1 (159) 
( 
where: 
Z Z (r1y+R1z ) -r1xr1y -r1xr 1z 
(160) 
Z Z 
-r1xr 1y (r1x+R1z ) -r1y r 1z r-
Z Z 
-r1xr 1z -r r (r1x+r1y) ly 1z 
2 Z (r2y+rZz ) -r2xr Zy -rZxr 2z 
2 Z 
-rZxr 2y (r2x+r2z ) -r2yr Zz (161) 
2 2 
-'r r -r2yr 2z (r2x+rZy }i 2x 2z 
[ , 
t , 0 -w w3y 3z i 
L I i w = 3 w3z 0 -w 3x (162) , 
-w 3y w 3x 0 
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, 
and 2T3 is the transformation from body 3 to body 2 coordinates and 
is equal to 
all a12 a13 
2T3~ a2l a22 a23 (163) 
a31 a32 a33 
all a 2l a 3l 
-1 
2T3 ~3T2~ a12 a22 °32 (164) 
°13 a23 a33 
An assumption inherent in equations (156) thru (159) is that the nonlinear Euler, centrifugal and Coriolis terms are negligible for bodies 1 and 2. Equations (156) thru (159) form the complete 
se't of equations of motion of the system shown in figure 2-4. 
It now becomes necessary to define the c0ntrol t0rques TH and 
the c0mputati0n scheme for updating 2T3. The c0ntr0l torques are 
given by 
and 
where: 
'"~~~ ~,.,,":::"~J ['" '00;+'., ";+<,,' ':] 
t 
@ ~ f w dt 3c 0 3c 
~3~diag~3X;~3Y;~3~ 
~3~diagtp3X;~3Y;~3J 
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(171) 
+ 
W3c = rate command vector 
63 angular position command c 
The computational scheme for updating 2T3 is given by the fol-
lowing equation 
(172) 
Equations (156) thru (159), (163) and (172) form the slewing 
model used to evaluate rOG slewing performance. 
Table 2-5 lists the parameters that were used in the lOG slew-
ing simulation. 
, 
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Figure 2-1. Schema,tic Diagram of Model Used for Evaluation of Performance 
of the Floa,ted Palle,t and LOG Sys,tems 
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Table 2-1. rOG System Parameters 
ml =72,496 kg 
102=5,398 kg 
In3=2,699 kg 
m4=195 kg 
m5=293 kg 
3 m6=2.39xlO kg 
M=8.35xl04 kg 
6 kg-m J =1.00xlO Ix 
6 kg-m J l =7.44xlO Y 
J lz=7.65xl0 
6 kg-m 
J 2x=7.25xlO 
3 kg-m 
4 kg-m J =8. 58xlO 2y 
J 2z=8.84xlO 
4 kg-m 
6 3 J 3x=3. 3xlO kg-m 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
J 3y=4.29xlO 
4 kg-m 2 
J 3z=4.42xlO 
4 kg-m 2 
J 4x=50.21 kg-m 
2 
J 4y=50.21 kg-m 2 
--'-~-'------~ 
2 J 4z=50.21 kg-m 
2 J 5x=74.63 kg-m 
2 J 5y=100.4 kg-m 
2 J 5z=74.63 kg-m 
3 2 J 6x=2.26xl0 kg-m 
3 2 J 6y=I.98xl0 kg-m 
3 2 J 6z=2.53xl0 kg-m 
Rll=-15.24 Ix m 
~ ~ 
RI20=-1.87 Ix +0.439 l z m 
R230=0 
R340=O.375 \ m 
~20=i) 
~30=O 
r =0.375 1 m 2 z 
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Table 2-1. lOG System Parameters (Clmtinued) 
DIZx=D12y=DIZz= Z (.0],) ( ) 0 f - 54 02 4 mZ+m3 ~~ nlZT-Z, xl f nlZT=Z54 n-sec/rad (nominal) 
KIZx=KIZy=KIZz= 
mZ+m3 Z 4 2 4 4 (2~fnlZT) =7.99xlO f n12T=7.99xlO n-sec/rad (n0minal) 
{ , 
, 
! 
d12x=2(.Ol)(JZX+J3x)Z~fnlZRx=1.367xlO3 3 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) f nlZRx =1. 367xlO 
! 
': · • I , 
· (. 
4 4 (n_m-sec) /rad (nominal) dlZy=Z(.Ol)(JZy+J3y)Z~fnlZRy=1.6l7xlO f nlZRy = 1. 6l7xlO 
1 , ; , i 
i 
4 4 (n-m-sec) /rad (nominal) dlZz =Z (.01) (J Zz +J 3Z) 2~fn12RZ =1. 666xlO fn12Rz =1. 666xlO 
(. 
",--
, 
I 
Z 5 Z 5 
n-m/rad (nominal) klZx=(JZx+J3x)(Z~fn12Rx) =4.Z95xlO f nlZRx=4.295xlO 
f 
! )' 
. Z 6 Z 6 
n-m/rad (nominal) k12y=(JZy+J3y)(Z~fnlZRY) =5.08lxlO fn12Ry=5.08lxlO 
r p 
Z , 6 2 6 
n-m/rad (nominal) klZz=(JZz+J3z) (Z~fnlZRz) =5.Z35xlO fn12Rz=5.Z35xlO 
~ .. 
t 
~ . • 
D =D =D = Z(.01) 
23x Z3y 23z 4 m3(Z~fnZ3T)=84.8 f nZ3T=84.8 n-sec/rad (nominal) 
\ i L. 
m3 2 4 Z 4 (numb ill) K23x=KZ3y=KZ3z = t;(2'lffnZ3T) =Z.66x10 f nZ3T=Z.66xlO n/rad 
i 1 ! 
i 
! I I 
i 1 
! 
I· 
Z Z (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) dZ3x=2(.Ol)J3x2~fn23Rx=4.56ZxlO f nZ3Rx=4.56ZxlO 
3 3 (n-m-sec)/rad (n0minal) d23y=Z(.Ol)J3yZ~fnz3Ry=5.39xlO fn23Ry=5.39xlO 
3 3 (n-m-sec) /rad (nominal) dZ3z=2(.01)J3zZ~fnZ3Rz=5.554xlO fnZ3Rz=5.554xlO 
i , 
I Z 5 2 5 k23x=J3x(2~fn23Rx) =1.433xlO f nZ3Rx =1. 433xlO n-m/rad (n0minal) 
i I t , ! ! 
:!, 
~ 
Z 6 Z 6 
n-m/rad (nominal) kZ3y=J3y(Z~fn23RY) =1.694xlO fn23RY =1. 694xlO 
Z 6 Z 6 
n-m/rad (n0minal) k23z =J 3z (Z~fn23Rz) =1. 745xlO fnZ3Rz =1. 745xlO ' 
" j r I t : , 3 (nominal) K34x=K34y=K34z=2.5xlO n/m 
f" 
Z 
n-sec/m (n0minal) This value of damping yields a D34x=D34y=D34z=Z.68xlO 
damping ratio 0f 0.1 when the 
mass considered is m(,+mS +m6• 
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Table 2-1. rOG System Param,aters (Concluded) 
l,· 34 2 d34x:4D34z(u140y) :66.9 (n-m-sec) /rad (nominal) 
-
, , 
, 
."! ~-' ~ 
34 2 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) d34y:4D34z(u140x) :66.9 
I ,~ , 
~, 
i .''11" 
I , 
! 
i , . 
! 
! , 
! , 
d34z:4D 
34 2 34 2 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 34y(u140x) +4D34x(u140y) :133.8 
34 2 
n-m/rad (nominal) k34x:4K34z(u140y) :625 
k34y:4K34z(Ui:ox) 2:025 n-m/rad (nominal) 
34 2 34 2 3 
n-m/rad (nominal) k34z:4K34y(Ul40x) +4K34x (U140y) =l.25xlO 
, 
! 
I I i,' 
, 
34 34 34 
ul40x=u140y=u140z=O.25 m 
, L~ , , 
; 
, 
; 
2 f
n56Rx d56x:2(.0l)J6x2~fn56Rx=2.84xlO 
~. \ , 
! " , , 
, 
~ 
2 d56y=2(.Ol)J6y2~fn56Ry=2.488xlO fn56RY 
r , II t , 
~ 
2 f d56z:2(.Ol)J6z2~fn56Rz:3.l79xlO n56Rz 
! " i 
2 4 f2 k56x:J6x(2~fn56Rx) :8.922xlO n56Rx 
2 4 f2 k56y=J6y(2~fn56RY) :7.8l7xlO n56Ry 
, i ! 
t ; ; 
2 4 k56z:J6z(2~fn56Rz) :9.988xlO f n56Rz 
t 0 
, 
:-. 
I 
" 
'" , i , , 
[ -, -+ 
\ 
~ 
r i 
I 2-44 
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Table 2-2. Parameters for SEPB 
R120=-1.87 Ix +.429 1z m (-6.125 Ix +1.408 1z ft) 
m1=72,496 kg 
m2=5,081 kg 
m3=2,541 kg 
m =675 kg 4 
m5=287 kg 
m6=2,3i10 kg 
6 2 J 1x=l.OOxlO kg-m 
6 2 J 1y=7.44x10 kg-m 
6 . 2 J1z=7.65x10 kg-m 
J 2X=7.237XI0
3 kg_m2 
J 2y=8.576XI0
4 kg_m2 
J 2z=8.838X10
4 kg_m2 
3 2 J 3x=3.618x10 kg-m 
4 2 J3y=4.288xlO kg-m 
4 2 J 3z=4.419x10 kg-m 
2-45 
J 4x =2. 402x10 3 kg-m 2 
J 4y=2.102ldO 
3 kg-m 2 
J 4z=2.603x10 
3 kg-m 2 
J 5x=4.437xlO 
2 kg-m 2 
J 5y =1. 224x10 3 kg-m 2 
3 2 , 1 J 5z=1.541xlO kg-m I ! 3 kg-m 2 I J 6x=2.265x10 3 kg-m 2 I J 6y =1. 981x10 
J 6z=2.532x10 
3 kg-m 2 
R230=O 
A 
R340=·9332 1 m z 
A 
r =2 1 1 z m 
r =0 2 
r =0 3 
r 4=O 
A 
~440=-2 1 m z 
~220=RE330=O 
" 
f 
! 
1 
I , ,:; 
I 
i 
t 
! 
! , 
, 
• I 
t 
~ , 
t 
;' , 
.. 
,.'") 
t ~I' 
') \ :t , 
:.: 
i 
f 
t 
i 
f 
L 
'I' r. } 
l' 
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Table 2-2. Parameters for SEPB (Continued) 
_ _ _ 2 ( • 01) _ 2 
D12x-D12y-D12z- 4 (m2+m3)(2~)fn12T-2.395xlO fn12T 2 ~2.395xlO n-sec/m (nominal) 
_ _ _ (2~)2 
K12x-K12y~K12z-(m2+m3) 4 2 4 2 4 f n12T=7.523xlO f n12T=7.523xlO n/m (nominal) 
D23x=D 
=D = 2(.01) 
23y 23z 4 m3(2~)fn23T=79.83 f n23T=79.83 n-sec/m (nominal) 
K23x=K 
m3 2 2 4 2 4 23y =K23z = 4(2~) f n23T=2.508xlO f n23T=2.508>:10 n/m (nominal) 
1 2 D34x=D34y~D34z= 4(2)(.Ol)(m4+m5+m6)(2~)fn34T=1.053xlO fn34T~1. 053xlO 2 n-sec/m (nominal) 
1 2 2 4 2 4 K34x=K34y=K34z= 4(m4+m5+m6)(2~) f n34T=3.308xlO f n34T=3.308xlO n/m (nominal) 
d12x=2(.Ol)(J2X+J3x)(2~)fn12Rx=1.364xl03 fn12Rx=1.364xl03 (n-m-sec) /rad (nominal) 
d12y=2(.Ol)(J2y+J3y)(2~)fn12Ry=1.617xlO 4 f n12Ry =1. 6l7xlO 4 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 
G12z=2(.01)(J2z+J3z)(2~)fn12Rz~1.666xl04 fn12Rz ~1. 666xlO 4 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 
2 2 5 k12x=(J2x+J3x)(2~) f n12Rx=4.285xlO 
2 5 f
n12Rx=4.285xlO n-m/rad (nominal) 
2 2 6 k12y=(J2y+J3y)(2~) fn12Ry=5.079xlO 2 6 fn12Ry=5.079xlO n-m/rad (nominal) 
2 2 6 k12z=(J2z+J3z)(2~) fn12Rz=5.234xlO 2 6 fn12Rz=5.234xlO n-m/rad (nominal) 
d23x=2(.01)J3x(2~)fn23Rx=4.547xlO 2 f n23Rx=4.547xlO 
2 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 
d23y~2(.01)J3y(2~)fn23Ry=5.388xlO3 fn23Ry=5.388xlO 3 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 
d23z~2(.01)J3z(2~)fn23Rz=5.553xlQ 3 fn23Rz=5.553xlO 3 (n-m-sec) /rad (m)minal) 
k23x=J3X(2~)2 f~23Rx=1.428xlO5 2 5 f n23Rx=1.428xlO n-in/rad (nominal) 
k23y=J3y(2~) 2 2 6 fn23Ry =1. 693xlO 2 6 fn23Ry =1. 693xlO n-m/rad (nominal) 
k23z=J3z(2~) 2 2 6 fn23Rz =1. 745xH) 2 6 fn23Rz =1. 745xlO n-m/rad (nominal) 
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Table 2-2. Parameters for SEPB (Concluded) 
34 2 d34x=4D34z(ul4Oy) f n34T=26.33 f n34T=26.33 (n-m-sec) had (nominal) 
34 2 d34y=4D34z(ul40x) f n34T=26.33 f n34T=26.33 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 
34 2 34 2 d34z=4D34z(ul40x) +4D34x(ul40Y) =52.65 f n34T=52.65 (n-m-sec) /rad (nominal) 
34 2 4 2 k34x=4K34z(ul40y) =4(3.308xlO )(.25) 2 3 fn34T=8.27xlO 
2 3 f
n34T=8.27xlO n-m/rad 
k34y=4K 34 2 4" 2 2 3 34z(ul40x) =4(3.308xlO )(.L5) f nJ4T=8.27xlO 
2 3 f
n34T=8.27xlO n-m/rad 
34 2 34 2 4 2 4 k34z=4K34z(ul40x) +4K34x(ul40Y) =l.654xlO f nJ4T=l.654xlO n-m/rad (nominal) 
d56x=2(.Ol) (2rr)J6xfn56Rx=2.846xl02 f n56Rx (n-m-sec}!rad 
2 (n-rn-sec)/rad d56y=2(.Ol) (2rr)J6yfn56Ry=2.489xlO f n56Ry 
2 f (n-m-sec)/rad d56z=2(.Ql) (2rr)J6zfn56Rz=3.l82xlO n56Rz 
2 2 4 f2 n-m/rad k56x =J 6x (2rr) f n56Rx=8.942xlO n56Rx 
2 2 4 f2 n-rn/rad k56y =J 6y (2rr) fn56Ry =7. 82lxlO n56Ry 
2 2' 4 f2 n-m/rad k56z =J 6z (2'lT) fn56Rz =9. 996xlO n56Rz 
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Table 2-3. Parameters for Floated Pallet 
m1=72,49f. kg 
m2=7,338 kg 
m3=3,662 kg 
6 2 J1x=1.00xlO kg-m 
6 2 J 1y=7.47xlO kg-m 
6 2 J 1z=7.67x10 kg-m 
2 J 2x=14,247 kg-m 
2 J 2y=92,881 kg-m 
2 J 2z=90,610 kg-m 
J 3x=7,123 kg_m
2 
2 J 3y=46,441 kg-m 
2 J 3z=45,305 kg-m 
2 (2~fn12Tx) =719 n/m (nominal) 
m2+m3 K12y= -4-
m2+m3 K12z= -4-
m2+m3 Dl2x= 4 
2 (2~fn12TY) =719 n/m (nominal) 
2 (2~fn12Tz) =404 n/m (nominal) 
2(.1)(2~fn12Tx)=229 n-sec/m (nominal) 
m2+m3 D12y= 4 2(.1)(2~fn12Ty)=229 a-sec/m (nominal) 
m2+m3 fi12z= -4- 2(.1)(2~fn12Tz)=129 n-sec/m (nominal) 
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Table 2-3. Parameters for Floated Pallet (Continued) 
k12y=4K12Z(ai;oX)2=21,650 n-m/rad (nominal) 
k12z =4'~12y<ai;ox) 2+K12X (ai;oy) ~ =5. 340xl04 n-m/rad (nominal) 
d12x=4(Dl2Z)(ai;oy)2=2,682 (n-m~sec)/rad (nominal) 
d12y=4D12Z(ai;oX)2=6,912 (n-m-sec)/rad (nominal) 
r: 12 2 12 21 d12z =4 L12y (a120x) +D12x (al20y) J =17,030 (n-m-sec) /rad (nominal) 
k23x=J3x(2~fn23Rx) 2 
J!) =J!) =D =(!) 34x' 34y 34z' 
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Table 2-3. Parameters for Floated Pallet (Concluded) 
12 C't120x=3.66 m 
12 
C't120y=2.28 m 
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Table 2-4. Generalized Contr0l Gains 
~ 8 41 J.f2 n-m/rad 1'j= • J n 
Kr .=6.64 J.f
3 
n-m/sec J J n 
J j = inertia of the jth vehicle axis (kg_m2) 
f 
n 
= l00p bandwidth defined as the -3 db p0int 0f the 0utput t0rque to c",nmand t0rque transfer function (Hz) 
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4 ml =8.0593xlO kg 
2 m2=1.95x10 kg 
3 m3=2.683xlO kg 
6 2 J lx=1.Ollx10 kg-m 
6 2 J ly=7.569xlO kg-m 
6 2 J lz=7.783xlD kg-m 
J2x =50. 'H kg-m 
2 
2 J 2y=50.2l kg-m 
J 2z =50.21 kg_m2 
Table 2-5. 
3 2 J3x=2.335xlID ; 591.8 kg-m 
J3 =2.08xl0
3; 617.6 kg_m2 y 
332 J 3z=2.605x10 ; 1.794xlO kg-m 
A 
-2 R11=-15.05 Ix -4.411x10 lz m 
A 
RE20=-0.375 1- m z 
A 
r =0.375 1 m 1 z 
A A 
r 2=1.B5 1 ; 1.039 1 m z Z 
A A 
R . =-1.68 1 +.7699 1 m 120 x z 
lOG Parameters for Slewing 
d12x=14.96 (n-m-sec)/rad 
d12y=14.96 (n-m-sec)/rad 
d =29.92 (n-m-sec)/rad 12z 
k12x=31.25 n-m/rad 
k12y =31. 25 n-m/rad 
k =62.5 n-m/rad 12z 
1~3X=2.214xI04; 3.674xl03 (n-m-sec)/rad 
~3y =1. 972X104; 3.674xlID3 (n-m-sec) /rad 
4 4 ~3z=2.47xlO ; 1.628x10 (n-m-sec)/rad 
4 4 l),3x=7.856x10 ; 1.306xlO n-m/rad 
4 4 l),3y=7.00x10 ; 1.306xlO n-m/rad 
l),3z=8.764x104; 5.784xl04 n-m/rad 
5 4 Kl3x=1.24xlO ; 2.061xlO n-m/sec 
5 4 K =1.105x10; 2.061x10 n_m/sec I3y 
KI3z =1. 384x10
5 ; 9.131x104 n-m/ sec 
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3. BESCRIPTl'ON AND OVERALL OPERATING CRARACTERISTICS OF THE IPS 
This secti011 describes the manner of operation and the op-
era,ti0nal cha~acteristics of the rOG, SEPR, anll the l;'loHtcu Pal-let. The contn,l leep bandwidths and suspension frequencies where 
applicable will be defined in erder te achieve ±l sec peak I'eint-ing stability in the presence of crew motion disturbances. 
3.1 Inside-Out Gimbal System (lOG) - The lOG system is unique in that it is configured for exclusive operation in a zero gravity environment. Examination of figure 2-1 indicates that a rather large moment arm (approximately 1.85 meters) exists between the teleseope OM and the gimbal int:ersect:ion/suspension point:s. This 
would give rise t:o moment:s in the area of 4xl03 n-m for t:he elass ef telescopes being considered in 0rde-r to maintain telescape orien-t:ation in a 1 "g" environment:. In a zero "g" field t:his is not: felt and t:he large telescope CM offset will cause considerable t:orque eoupling int:o the t:elescope as t:he lOG gimbal pedest:al is linea,rly 
accelerated. (It: should be noted tha,t: the primary coupling into the telescope is due to translat:ion. Retational coupling is small by 'comparison.) In erder to overcome the effects of this large CM offset the lOG base (pedestal) is isolated frem pallet motion t:hrQugh a six degree of freedom suspension. This suspension must be soft: enough such that the disturbances introduced into the tele-
scope will not result in pointing er~or in excess of ±l sec peak for both realistic pointing loop bandwidths and eontrol torque levels. The suspension must ultima,tely provide torques equal and 
opposite to the applied telesc.ope control torques in order to keep t:he lOG pedestal from rotating and hence acts as a momentum de-
satura,tor for the lOG base. The lOG syst:em can therefore be gressly viewed as a marnen-tum exchange sy:..,tem where the m0mentum 
exchange device is the lOG base OT pedestal. The suspension sys-tem t:hen desa,tura,t:es t:he lOG base and prevents it from continuous rqta-tisn. There.f0re the suspensi0n characteristics have "little" 
effect on the bandwidth and dam"ing that can be achieved by the telescope pointing control loop. Contr"l torque as in t:he case of a reaction wheel system is quickly available (the only delay being the gimbal torquer time constant) via t:he gimbal t:"rquers 
-resulting in a subsequent accelerat;:i0n and m0mentum transfer af the lOG base which is in turn desatura'ted by the suspension sys-tem. However, the above deseription only partially describes lOG operation as will be shown in the paragraphs that follow. 
3.1.1 Det:erminati"n of lOG Lo..,p Eandwig,th - In order to deter-
mitne !:he lOG pOin,ting control' loop required to meet 1 ~ pointing 
stability in the presence of crew motio.n disturbances, the telescope optical aKis was pointed st:raight up out of the orbiter cargo bay 
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and the crew moti(>u distu<:bances were applied along the orbiter y 
axis. Nominal rOG suspension parameters were initially used and 
are tabulated in table 2-1. The crew motion disturbance profile used for this evaluation is shown in figure 3-1. The profile 
shown in figure 3-1 was used in the performance evaluation of the SEPB and Floated Pallet as well. 
For the conditions described abGve the lOG pOinting control loop bandwidth required to mair>tain peinting stability within 
+1 'm peak was 2 Hz. It was initially theught that the loop bandwidth required te meet 1 -see pointing stability performance 
weuld be independent of telescGpe look angle, 1. e., angle of tele-seope optical axis with the orbiter z axis. The only requirement necessary to make the zero and 90 degree telescope look angles 
equivalent was to apply the crew motion disturbance along the y 
and z o<:biter axes, respectively. However, fu<:ther investigatien showed this notion to be fallacious and the cu<:ve shown in figure 3-2 was obtained as the telescope look angle was varied for a 2 Hz lOG control loop bandwidth for the suspension parameters listed in table 2-1. From the curve shown in figure 3-2 it is 
clearly apparent that lOG system operation is grossly different a,t zero look angle regardless ef direction ef crew meti(>u ferce 
application than at a 90 degree leek angle. In fact the peinting 
error ineurred is a streng function of look angle as figure 3-2 indicates. lJpen reevaluating the manner in which the rOG opera,tes the follewing became apparent. Whea the telescope is either in the zer<, er 90 degree look angle positions and the crew motion force is applied along the orbiter y and z axes respectively, the suspension does not iselate the telescope from this distur-bance very effectively. The reason for this is the followinb • Since the primary coupling into the telescope is translational in nature via the transla,tion ef the hinge point, the initial 
equivalent suspension traaslational na'tu~al frequency is impor-tant in order to dete·rmine the amaunlI. of hinge motion. Since the hinge is completely frictionless the telescepe is free to 
rotate initially about its center 0f mass in order to track t.he transla;tioaal mGtion of the hinge point. Hence the initial translational natural frequency of the suspension is approxi-
mated by 
f = LP.4K3411/2 
Ti/max 21Ttm4J (1) 
SubstitutiGn of the values given iIl table 2-1 ir>to equation (1) 
results in 
fT4= L~(2.5x:LQ3)Jl/2 =1 14 H ~ 21T L 195 J .. z (2) 
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The suspension na,tural frequency calculated above is the highest 
value that it can possibly have. This would be the initial trans-latiQnal suspensiQn natural frequency if the telescope pointing 
contrQl 10QP bandwidth were zero or the telescope were uncQntrolled. It is clearly seen that as the telescope control 1Qop bandwidth in-
creases the equivalent mass that the suspension interacts with in-
creases hence the initial suspension natural frequency decreases. In the limit for an infinite PQinting control loop bandwidth the 
mass that the suspensiQn interacts with is the sum of m4, mS' and 
m6 • Using the values given in table 2-1 results in a suspensiQn 
tran"lational natural frequency of 
(3) 
Hence the translatiQnal suspensiQn natural frequ,ency initially 0'.:" for that matter at any time is bracketed between 1.14 and 0.3 Hz fQr the nominal suspension parameters. The Fourier transfQrm of the distu.rbauce prQfile shQwn in figure 3-1 is given by 
F(jW)=j(£~ f(t)Sinwtd}j{£~ ~(t+2a)sinwtdt 
2a B :\ 
+ ~ [-B+ ~(t-a~ sinwtd} 
where: 
a = time interval of Qne of Iohe applied t:riangular fQrce disturbance 
B = maximum amp1it:ude of the fQrce disturbance 
EvaluatiQn Qf the integrals shown in equation (4) yields 
F(jW)=j~::2[Sin2aW-sinaWl- ~ll CQS2aw]f 
(4) 
(5) 
A p1Qt Qf equatiQn (5) is shQwn in figure )-3 fQr a=0.8 seconds. 
ExaminatiQn Qf figure 3-3 sllQWS t:hat the spectrum of t:he disturbance signal peaks a,t apprQximate1y 0.16 Hz which is nearly 
a fact:Q,r Qf two be1Qw the lowest l'Qssib1e suspensiQn translational 
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natural frequency. Hence it is apparent that the suspension with 
the nominal parameters given does not isolate the telescope from 
this disturbance very effectively. 
The reason for the sensitivity of pointing error wi.th respect 
to look angle can be explained in the following manner. t<hen the 
telescope look angle is zero and a disturbance is applied along the 
orbiter y axis, or for that matter in the xy plane, the control 
torques applied to the telescope in order to maintain pointing 
also translates the lOG base and hinge points. This translation 
is due to rota,tional translati,mal coupling in the lOG base due 
to distances between the lOG center of mass and the telescope 
hinge point (rl ) and the center of elasticity (RE40 ) of the IOG 
suspension. It can be shown tha't the hinge point transla,tion sub-
tracts from the transla,tion due to the crew motion disturbance, 
hence greatl.y reducing the transla,tional coupling in,to the tele-
scope. This action can be viewed as a juggling phenomenon where 
the hinge point tends to remain directly under the telescope center 
of mass when the telesc0pe look angle is zer0. However, when the 
teleSC0pe has a 100k angle 0f 90 degrees and the crew motion dis-
turbance is applied a10ng the 0rbiter z axis, no hinge translation 
can take place that w0uld reduce the translati0nal coupling into 
the telesc0pe. This is apparent since the translatienal coupling 
int0 the telescope 0ccurs along the z axis and, f0r the given ge0-
metrical. arrangement, initial hinge p0int translation d'ue to tele-
scope control torque a10ng the z axis is not possible .• 
If the explanation given above were valid then it w0uld di-
rectly follow that nearly e<tuivalent operati0n as that exhibited 
when the telescope l00k angle is 90 degrees would be achieved 
with a zer0 telescope 100k angle when ehe distances between the 
rOG center 0f mass, the hinge point, and the suspensi0n center 
of elasticity are zero. This was done and the results are shown 
in figure 3-4. Examination 0f this figure indicates that essen-
tiall.y equivalent pointing performance was 0btained f0r zero look 
angle as that achieved for a 90 degree look angle 0nce the hinge 
point, center ef elasticity 0f the rOG suspensien, and the pedestal 
center of mass coincide. This result substantiates the explanation 
gi. ven above. 
Te even further substantiate the explanal:ion of lOG opera,tion 
given above, the traNslational stiffnesB of the lOG suspension was 
increased by an 0rder of magnitude without increasing the suspen-
sion r0ta,tional stiffness. (This is possible mathematically, h0w-
ever. it is not possible physicall.y withou,t chmlging the distance 
between the isola,tors.) If the above contentions we:'e true, then 
the pointing e,rrors incurred f0r zero telescope look angle should 
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be independent of this variation. This was verified on the com-
puter simula'tion thus supporting the above contentions. 
It is therefore apparent that in choosing an lOG loop band-
width the telescope should be positioned at the worst possible 
look angle eensistent with its operational range. For the erbiter/ 
lOG/telescope system being censidered the telescope maximum look 
angle is +65 degrees. Examination ef figure 3-2 indicates that a 
pointing error of approximately 9 sec results at a telescope 100k 
angle of 65 degrees for a 2 Hz contr0l loop bandwidth in the pre-
senee of a crew motion disturbance. Increasing the 100p bandwidth 
much beyond 2 Hz is not desirable from structural and n0ise (i.e., 
sensor and actuat0r) viewpoints. Henee the only way to achieve 
the desired pointing stability of +1 sec peak is to soften the 
suspension as described in the next paragraph. 
3.1.2 Selection of IOG S1.lspension Stiffness - Figure 3-4 
shows pointing error as a functiau of- suspension stiffness for 
various telescope look angles for a 2 Hz p0inting con1:r01 loop 
bandwidth. Examination of the curve for a 65 degree telescope 
look angle (the maximum look angle projected for lOG operation) 
shows that a reducti0n in suspension stiffness by approxima,tely 
a fact0r of 20 would result in a peak pointing err0r of 0.5 sec 
for a 2 Hz contr0l l00p bandwidth. This then is the rec0mmended 
reducti0n in suspensi(ou stiffnes'l in 0rder to meet the pointing 
performance 0f 1 ret; peak with0ut increasing the pointing corutrol 
l00p bandwidth beyond 2 Hz. 
3.1.3 rOG Pointing Perf0rmance as a Funct:i.0n of Homent lIJ~m 
and Control L00p llandwidth - Figure 3-5 shows lOG pointing per-
f0rmance as a function of distance fr0m the hinge p0int to the 
telesc0pe center 0f mass (1. e., m0ment arm) f0r several p0inting 
c0ntr0l l00p bandwidths f0r 1/20 n0minal suspension stiffness 
and a telescope l00k angle 0f 65 degrees. Examination of this 
figure sh0ws that pointing error inereases as the telescope 
moment arm increases. H0wever, it is apparent tha,t the pointing 
error is appr0ac.hing a maximum value as the telescope moment arm 
is increacing. In fact if the moment ann were to keep on in-
creasing, the telescope incurred p0iuting err0r w0uld begin to 
decrease. The reason f0r this phen0men0n is that the telesc0pe 
r0tati0n about its center of mass required to track the transla-
ti0n of the hinge point due to crew m0tion disturbances, decreases 
as the m0ment arm is inereased. This is apparent since the linear 
transla,ti0n 0f the hinge point mus't be equal to "re", where "rtf 1s 
the telescope m0ment arm and e is the telescope angular rota,tion. 
Figure 3-6 shows telesc0pe pointing err0r as a function 0f point-
ing control 100P band.width f0r various values of telescope moment 
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arm, for 1/20 nominal suspension stiffness, and a telescope look 
angle of 65 degrees. As expected, telescope pointing error de-
creases as the pointing control loop bandwidth increases. 
3.1.4 Observed lOG System Instability - In the course of 
investigating rOG pointing performance, an instability was ob-
served at a telescope look angle of 90 degrees for nominal sus-
pension stiffness parameters. The roots associated with the in-
stability had small positive real parts making their presence 
felt only after 10 to 15 seconds. In order to verify that the 
observed instability was real and llI,t a computer simulation prob-
lem, a two body model of the lOG system was defined and the equa-
tions of motion for this model developed. The characteristic 
equation of this two body system was derived and a Routh stability 
array was run. In the paragraphs that follow the. two body model 
will be defined, the equations of motion derived, and the results 
of the stability analysis performed are presented. 
3.1.4.1 Equations of Motion For the Two Body Stability Model -
Figure 3-7 is a schematic representa,tion of the two body model used 
for the investigation and the substantia,tion of the raG instability 
observed on the six body computer simulation. As f~gure 3-7 indi-
cates the two body stability model assumes that the IOC pedestal 
is suspended from an inertial base which represents the orbiter/ 
pallet combination. This should app,roximate the actual system 
with respect to stability characteristics because of the large 
difference in mass and inertia characteristics between the orbiter/ 
pallet and the lOG/telescope combinations. 
Using the same techniques described in secti0n 2, the linear 
equations of motion of the system shown in figure 3-7 are given 
by 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Substituting equation (8) iThto equation (7) gives 
(9) 
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where: 
g = distance from origin of inertial coordinate frame to 
rOG pedestal eM (body 1) 
P = distance fr0m origin of inertial coordinate frame to c 
eM of telescope plus inertial gimbal of rOG (body 2) 
FH = hinge force 
ml mass of body I 
m2 = mass of body 2 
r l = distance fr0m eM of b0dy I to hinge point 
r 2 = dis,tance from hinge p0int to CM of body 2 
FIe = external force 0n b0dy 1 
F = lOG suspension c0mpliance force c 
The c0mpliance force F can be written as c 
F =4DoE+4Kog+4n o (w xR_ )+4Ko (8 xR ) c I -.a I --El 
where: 
WI = inertial ::ate of b0dy I 
8 = inertial angular position 0f body 1 I 
~l = distance fr0m CM 0f b0dy 1 to centE-r of the IOG suspension 
1') = visc0us damping 0f lOG mount 
K = sp.:ing constant 0f rOG suspensi0n 
K=diag[K oK oK ] 
x' y' z 
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Substituting equation (~O) and (9) into equation (6) resu~ts in 
The rotationa~ equations of motion for bodies 1 and 2 can be written a.s 
d Tc-TH+RllxFle+r~xFJt dt(Jlowl ) 
d TH+r2xFII= Cit(J 2 °w2 ) 
(13) 
(~4) 
where: 
and 
T suspension compliance torque c 
T = II hinge contro~ torque 
J l 
J 2 
= inertia of body 1 
= inertia of body 2 
= distance from eM of body 1 to point of external force 
application on body 1 
(15) 
(~6) 
The suspension cempliance torques can be written as (see se.c-tion 2) 
Tc =-toWl+ko01+4l)"lX@o (WlxREl ]+4REIX@' (81 XREID +4RElx(!lo~) 
+4~lX(KOf"~' (17) 
where: 
d == suspension ra,tatianal damp in"', ma,trix 
k = suspension rotational spring constant matrix 
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and 
d=diag[d 'd 'd J 
x' y' z 
k=diag[k ;k ;k J 
x y z 
The hinge control torque TH can be written as 
TH=-~'W2+iS>'82+KI' 8;J 
where: 
and 
KR = rate gain ma'trix 
is> = position gain matrix 
Kr = integral gain matrix 
KR =diag [KRx; ~ty; KRz 1 
is>=diag [is>x; is>y;iS>zJ 
(18) 
(19) 
(ZO) 
(21) 
(2Z) 
(23) 
Substituting equation (20), (17), and (9) into equations (13) and (14) results in 
RllXFle = ~t (Jl'(Ul)+d'Wl+k'8l+4RElX@' (WlxREl~ +4~lx~. (elXREl~ 
0 +m2rlx(i'1+r2)+m2rlxE+4~lx(J!)'E)+411nx(K'S)-[KR 'wZ+~ '8z+Kr ' ;] __ (24) 
d 2 .f •• II (Z5 0= ~(J 'W )+KR'w +is>'8 +K • -;+r2x(mZc)+mZrZx(rl+rZ) dt Z 2 Z - 2 r ) 
Equations (12), (24), and (25) form a complete set of equations of motion for the two body stability model defined. 
Assuming that the telescope look angle is 90 degrees, equations (12), (24), and (25) can be linearized and written in component form in the following manner 
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I z • Z RllxFl =(Jl +mZrl )Wl +(d +4D REI )Wl +(k +4K REI )81 ex x zxxY'zxxyzx 
8 ~ 2x • .. • -fK_ w2 +Kp O2 +Kr --- -m2r l r 2 w2 -(mZrl E +4R"1 D E +4REI K E ) [llx x x x x s z x z z y .l!.. ~ Y Y 'z y y 
I z • 2 Z RllxFle y=(Jly+m2rlz)Wly+(dy+4DxRElz)Wly+(ky+4KxRElz)81y 
-[~yW2y+~y82Y+IS:y 8;~+m2rlzE'x+4~lzDJx+4RElZKxEx 
8 Rllx~'lel z =J lZ~lz+dz")lz+kz81z -[~ZWzz +~z82z +Krz ;z] 
• 82x O=J2xwZx+~wzx+~x82x+Krx --s-
, 8 
_( . 2 • 
. ~ .. 0- J2y+m2r2x)w2y+~yWZy+Kpy02y+KlY s -m2r 2xEz 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
Fl I = (ml +m2) E' +4D S +4K E +4D Rill wI +4K R"l 81 +m2r l ~l (32) ex ' x xx xx x z y XL!.Z Y Z Y 
Fl I = (ml+mZ) E +4D Eo +4K E -4D REI WI -4K RE'1 01 -mZrl ~l +mZrZ ~Z ey y yy yy Y'ZX Y'ZX zx xz 
Fl I =(ml +m2)E' +4D S +4K E -m2rZ~Z ez z zz zz y (34) 
(26) 
(33) 
Examination of equations (26) thr<>ugh (33) reveals that they break into three distinct sets. Set 1 is formed by equations (27). (30), (32). 
and (34) corresponding to degrees of freedom SLY' S2Y' Ex' and E
z
' Set Z 
is formed by equations (26), (29), (31), and (33) corresponding to de-grees of freedom 81 ' 8Z ' 8Z ' and E. Set 3 is formed by equation (28) x x z y 
which concerns the degree of freedom 01z ' 
The characteristic equa,tion for set 1 can be written as 
(35) 
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where: 
, 2 Z Z Z al=(Jl TffiZrl )s +(d +4D REI )s+(k +4K REI) Y Z Y X1Z Y X1Z 
K a4=(JZy+m2r~x)s2+~ys+~y+ ;y 
Z a5=-m2r Zxs 
Z ai=(ml +m2)s +4Dx s+4Kx 
Z a 8=-mZr 2xs 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(4Z) 
(43) 
The values f0r the parameters sh0wn in equa,ti0ns (36) thru (43) are derived from table 2-1 f0r nominal suspensi0n parameters and are given in table 3~l.. 
Using the values given in table 3-1 and sUbstituting them into 
eq uation (35) resul ts in 
r; 5 4 6 3. 7 2 6 6J 81=c:.18xl0 s +1.894xl0 s +l.774xlO s+l.338xlO s+6.25x10 
[? 77x106 s5+6• 882xl07 s3+3. 352xl08 s2+5. 90Zxl08 s+8.185xl08 + 1.1!5X l09j 
Running a R0uth stability array 0n the tW0 bracketed expressions given in equati0n (44) shows that the first bracket is stable and the sec0nd bracket is unstable. The r00ts associated with the first bracket are given by 
sl,Z=-·0189±j.596 
The roots associated with the second bracket are given by 
s =0 1 
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s =-2 2 
S3,4=0.0184±jl.62l (unstable r00t) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
It is seen that the instability is associated with telescope rotati0nal m0tion ab0ut the y axis and translational motion of the lOG pedestal a10ng the z axis. In addition the p0sitive real part of the unstable r00t is small which substantiates the fact that the computer si1Dulatien had to run 10 to 15 seconds before the 
effect of the instability was noticed. 
In 0rder to further verify that the stability 1D0del used to determine the unstable r00t sh0wn ab0ve was valid, and that the 
roet shown was indeed the only unstable root in the system, Routh 
stability arrays on the open 100p system given by set 1 and the c10sed 100p system given by set 2 were performed. Both were sh0wn to be stable. In additi0n the open loop p0les ass0ciated with 
equation set 1 are given by 
5 :::@ 1,2 
s5 6=-4.325±j7.874 , 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
In 0rder to better unde"stand the reason f0r tll.:\ instability, the lOG suspension paramete"s were parameterized in the two bedy 
stability m0del described above. It was f0und that with a slight decrease in suspension sitiffness fram the n:)minal values t.h~ sys-tBm was stable. However, the suspension s·tif£ness had to be in-
creased by appr0ximately a fact0r 0f 15 before lOG syst"m stability was reestablished. F0!!O these parameterizati0ns, lOG damping ratio was held C0nl,cant. Additi0nally a slight increase, in suspensi0n damping by appr0ximately a facto" 0f 1.5 gave stable system "00tS. 
The values 0f Rlllz and r lz were pa'rameterized and were shown 
te have little effect 0n the system ins,tability. However. when the contral law integral gain was set to zero all roo-ts were 
stable r",gardless of lOG suspensi0n stiffness. 
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Most of the results described above have been verified on the six body pointing performance model for a telescope look angle of 90 degrees. The one exception was that increasing shockmount damp-ing did not stabilize the six body lOG computer simulation as it did the two body stability model. The result of this investiga-tion indicates that more effort is required in order to understand the overall stability characteristics of the lOG and the interre-lationships between the various system parameter (i.e., control law structure and suspension parameters) and their effect on lOG stability. 
3.2 S!:andard Expe):iment Pointing lla,!e (SEPB) - The SEPB is a 
conventional gimballiRg system in which th" telescope center of mass is located in the vicinity "f the gimbal intersection p"int. The base "f the SEPB is hard mo,mted to the pallet. Isolati"n from crew m"ti"R is achieved by maintaining the telesc"pe CM close to the gim-bal intersection points in "rder to keep translational coupling into the telescope small without the use of a suspension. It is clearly seen th"t if the teles-cope CM were located exactly at the gimbal intersec.tion point and in the "bsence of gimbal friction telescope isolation from crew motion would be achieved without the need for a pointing control loop. However, it is not possible to keep the telescope eM precisely at the gimbal intersection points, hence a pointing control loop is req,dred to control the disturbances that 
couple into the telescope due to crew motions. The required point-ing control loop bandwidth is a <lirect function 0f the telescope CM offset from the gimbal intersecti0n or hinge point. This dependence is shown in figure 3-8 f0r a 1 and 2 Hz Fainting control loop band-width. 
Examination "f figure 3-8 shows that a telescope CM "ffset of 3.2 and 8.9 centimeters (1.26 and 3.5 inches) f"r contr"l loop bandwidths of 1 and 2 Hz, respectively, wi;!.l result in peak point-ing err0rs of .±l 'SeC in the presen~e of crew motion disturbanc.es. B"th of these all"wable mass "ffsets require telesc"l'e mass bal"ncing. Since it is not anticipated that. balancing the telescope to 3 cen,ti--metars is n0 m"re difficult than balancing it tID 9 ceatimeters, the smaller telesc"pe mass "ffset is rec"rnmended, thus all"wing the use 
"f a 1 Hz p"inting e"ntr"l l"op for the SEPB. This w"uld result in advantages when considering the effects "f structural flexibility 
and system noise "ver a 2 Hz pointing c"utrol lo"p bandwidth. 
3.3 Floated Pal-let - In the fl"ated pallet concept f"r the spacelab, the total pallet is is"lated with respect tID the ""biter thr"ugh a passive sl'ring damper suspension. (IDe tails "f the design and characteristics 0f this suspe.nsi"n are given in volwne III of this rep"rt.) F"ur Sky lab d"uble gimbal CMGs are m"unted "n the pallet in "rder tID contr"l the t"tal pallet tID +1 ;leC peak p"inting 
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'1 ! " 
error in the presence of crew motion disturbances. The isolation system not only acts to isolate the pallet from crew motion dis-turbances but also allows the gross attitude cont:rol of the orbiter through the pallet suspension system via the control moment gyros mounted on the pallet. Hence the orbiter reaction control system is not required to maintain orbiter a,ttitude and are inoperative. Therefore the floated pallet concept eliminates the contaminants from the orbiter hypergolic ReS tha,t are present in both the lOG and SEPB concepts. 
The recommended suspension design sets the suspension natural frequency both in rotation and ,':ransla,tion in the vicinity of 0.1 Hz with a damping ratio of approximately 0.1. This is accomplished by t:he use of gas filled bellows springs which have appropriate linear stiffness and damping coefficients, and which are placed 
appropriately to achieve the desired rotational characteristics. This is explained fully in volume III of this report. It was 
anticipated and subsequently verified tha,t a suspension natural frequency in the area of 0.1 Hz bo,th in rotation and translation 
not only yields satisfactory isola,tion from crew motion distur-bances, but will also allow the maintenance of orbiter attitude through the suspension system without large elongations of the pallet suspension system. Figure 3-9 shows a plot of peak pOint-ing error as a function of floated pallet control loop bandwidth for the reconnnended suspension configu~ation in the presence of 
crew motion distu~baaces. From this figu~e it is seen that a pallet control loop bandwidth of approximately 1 Hz will limit the peak pointing error due to crew motion distu'rbance within 
+1 'liec. 
Figure 3-10 shows a plot of pallet pointing error vs suspension damping for nominal suspension stiff"ess and a 1 Hz pallet poit'ting control loop bandwid th. As the plot shows, palle.t pointing error is 'lilly affected slightly as the damping ratio is varied by an 
order of magnitude. In fact, pointing error increases slightly 
as the damping ratio is increased from its nominal value af 0.1. Therefore suspension damping, the most uRce,rtain quan.tity 0f the suspension parameters, does not require prec.ise control in ot"der to meet satisfactory pallet: pointing stability performance. 
Figure 3-11 shows a plot of pointing erro", vs pallet suspension na'tural frequency for a constant damping ratio of 0.1 for a 1 Hz pointing contr"l loop bandwidth. As expected, the pointing error incurred is a fairly se1.!sitive functi0n of suspension na,tural fre.-quency inc.reasing appreciably as the suspension natu:ral frequency is increased. 
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Table 3-1. Parameters For Two Body S tabili ty Hodel 
2 J l =50.21 kg-m z . 
J 2x=2.605XI0
3 kg_m2 
J =2.08xl03 kg_m2 2y 
3 2 J 2z=2.335xlO kg-m 
2 m1=1.95xlO kg 
2 m2=2.683x10 kg 
D =D =D =2.68xl02 n-sec/m x y z 
K =K =K =2.5xl03 n/m x y z 
d =d =66.9 n-m-sec x y 
k =k =625 n-m x y 
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4 ~=2.47xlO n-m-sec 
4 ~y=1.472xlO n-m-sec 
4 KRz=2.214xlO n-m-sec 
K =8.764xl04 n-m 
-l'x -
4 !S,y =7xlO n-m 
4 ~z=7.856xlO n-m 
5 Kr =1.384xlO n-m/sec x 
5 K
ry =1.105xlO n-m/ sec 
K
rz
=1.24xl05 n-m/sec 
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4. EFFECTS OF FLEXIBILITY ON POINTING CONTROL LOOP 
The following section presen·ts a general discussion of the effects of flexibility on the painting control loop which 
applies to all of the IPS options being considered in tllis study. Data on til" effects of flexibility will then be presented for the three (i.e., lOG', SEPB, and Floated Pallet) IPS options being investigated. Finally analytical verification of an instability first observed on the linear pointing performance simulati(>ll for nominal lOG suspension parameters will be presented. 
4.1 gen",ral Discussion on th" Effecot"' of Fl",xibility on P"inting Control L"op - The pr0blem of flexibility can be divided into tW0 b'coad classes: 
a. Flexibility between sensors and actuators as exemplified by the classical booster problem. 
b. Sensors and actuators mounted on a relatively rigid 
structural portion which is in tu:rn connected th:reugh a flexible interface to the remaining structure. Skylab was 
an example of this type of problem • 
. Both of these effects cause st?bility problems, however, they are different in natuere. When flexibility exists between senS0rs and 
acotuators the flexibility dctS as a lag in the control system which can be grossly viewed as the equivalent ef having low bandwidth 
actuato·rs thus causing instability. When sensers and actuators 
are mounted on a relativ,aly rigid pertion of structuere which is connected th,reugh a flexible interface to the remaining structure, the effect of the flexibility is to cause an apparent decrease in the controllable vehicle inertia when the natural frequencoy ef the flexible interface is exceeded. This de.crease in inertia can be 
viewed as an increase in loop gain which can cause instability if the inertia reducotien is apprecoiable, and the stifflless ef the interface does not yield a sufficiently high structural natural frequency. Both of these effects can be illustrated by the simpli-fied single axis system shown in figures 4-1 and 4-2. 
The transfer functiel'l fer the vehicle dynamics assuming that sensors and ac.tuat0rs are mounted on body 1 can be derived from the follewing set of equations: 
(T -T )-lD{w -w )-K(6 -8 )=J w DC 12 12 11 (1) 
(2) 
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Rearranging terms and taking the Laplace transform gives: 
2 (TD-TC)=(Jls +Ds+K)8l -(Ds+K)82 
2 O=-(Ds+K)81+(J2s +Ds+K)8 2 
Solving equations (3) and (4) for 81 and 82 gives 
Rew.riting equattor<; (5) ancl (6) using w=s0 
w = 1 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Examin"tion of equation (7) shows that at low frequencies the vehicle inertia is represented by (J I +,J 2)' however, at high 
frequencies the vehicle inertia is just equal to J I , With the 
use of equ"tion (nancl the expressi(ms shown in figure 4-1 the loop gain of the simplified single axis system can be written 
as 
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Since the total body (i.e., bQdy 1 plus body 2) is to be controlled, the vehicle cQutrQl gains are nQrmally chosen to give sat:iRfactQry sta-bility and system perfQrmance assuming an inertia of J l +J2 • However, if the natural frequency Qf the flexible interface is not sufficiently high, particularly in the case where J 2»JI , examinatiQn Q£ equation (9) 
.sh0WS that a large increase in 100p gain l;;_c.urs 0nce the natural fre-
quency of the flexible interface [Le., w> (~ )1/2] is exceeded. This 
2 J 2 increase in loop gahl, approximately equal to (.1-)' causes an actuator 
1 
or senSQr PQle to cross into the right half plane causing an instability. 
Examination Qf equatiQn (8) indicates that the vehicle dynamics 
K(Jl+JZ) K acts as a secQnd Qrder lag for radian frequencies <w< " and J l J 2 " then acts as a firs·t Qrder lag fQr w> t. 11riting 
simplified single axis system shQwn in figure 4-1 
the representation 0f vehicle dynamics results in 
STRUCTURAL 
DYNAMICS 
SENSOR 
lDYNAMICS 
the lQQP gain fQ·r the 
using equa,tiQIl (8) as 
VEHICLE ACTUIATOR 
CONTROL LAW DYNANICS 
Examina,tiQn Qf ell'lation (Ul) shQWS that if the interface s,tiffness is nQt sufficient tQ keep the secQnd order lag brea~" frequency 
[
K(JI +J2)J l / 2 [i.e., wB=·' J I J 2 ' J ] appreciably gl!eater than the desired PQinting 
cQntrQl lQQP bandwidth Excessive lags will Qccur causing an instability where a vehicle PQle crQsses Qver intQ the right half plane. AdditiQn-ally i.t is seen tha,t as J 1 decreases with respec t tQ J 2 the secQnd order 
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lag break frequency wE increases thus improving system stability 
exactly the reverse of the effect observed when the sensors and 
actuators are mounted on body 1. The increase in stability as 
J l decreases with respect to J 2 can be argued from a physical 
standpoint:. Since the torque applied to body 2 mus t be applied 
through the flexible interface between bodies 1 and 2, the faster 
body 1 can be deflected the faster the control torques are applied 
to body 2. Hence as the inertia of body 1 decreases it can be 
deflected more rapidly by the torque applied by the actua'tors on 
body 1 thus reducing the overall system lag and increasing over-
all system stability margins. 
The instabilities caused by flexure in both classes of the 
problem can be compensated for by two general techniques: 
a. Design the bandwidth 0f the control 1001' below the natural 
frequencies of the vehicle flexibilities (1. e., gain stabiliza-
tion). This type of design reslllts in a low c0ntrol loop band-
width and hence pointing performance will not be met under the 
influence of disturbanc.es, particularly those due to crew 
m0tion. 
b. lJse phase stabilization techniques which w0uld yield ade-
quate c<mtrol loop bandwidth thus enabling hil,lh accuracy sys-
tem pointing performance. However, this technique requires 
the accurate knowled,ge of the vehicle bending characteristics 
which are not readily available and can necessitate on-board 
measucrement of vehicle flexibility characteristics. 
Therefore, the approach taken in this study is to evaluate the 
l00p bandwidth that is required to meet 1 SeC system p0inting per-
formance assuming a rigid structure as described in section 3. 
Flexibility is then inserted and the structural stiffness (1. e., 
structural natural frequencies) required to yield satisfactory sys-
tem stability and perf0rmance determined with0ut the use of bending 
mode filters. This determination was conducted for b0th classes 0f 
the flexibility I'r0blem outlined ab0ve. 
The model that was used for these determinations was the. linear 
p0inting perf0rmance model as outlined in section 2.1 of this report. 
4.2 Effects 0f FlexihilHX oll.the IOG Pointoing C011,trol 1,OGp ~ 
Using an IOG loop Lanih.idth0f 2 Hz determined in secti011 3.1.1 with 
sensors and actuators mounted on body 5, the inertial gimb~l of 
the rOG, the flexible interface between bodies 5 and 6 was varie.d 
in order to determin.e -the ii~te.rface frequency req.uired for system 
stability. The result of this investig.:.tion showed that an interface 
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frequency of approximately 8 Hz corresponding to an interface stiff-
ness of 1.29lxl07 n-m/rad was required to achieve neutral stability. The interface frequency is defined by the following relationship 
(11) 
where: 
J CM ~ inertia of the telescope about principal axes 
m mass 0f telescope 
r = distance frotp. flexible interface to telescmpe center 
of mass 
When the sensors are mounted on the telescope the interface frequency required for system neutral stability was approximately 
2.8 Hz corresponding to an interface stiffness of 1.647xlQ6 n-m/rad. This is approximately a factor of 2.8 less than the in'terface fre-quency required when senS0rs and actuators are mounted on bedy 5, the IOG intertial gimbal. These results support the general dis-cussion given in section 4.1. Figure 4-3 shows the interface fre-quency required for neutral stability as a function of loop band-width for sensorS mounted on the telesc0pe (Le., b0dy 6). 
Variati0ns in the flexibiljty characteristics of the pallet (1. e., b0dies 2 and 3) and the interface between pallet and orbiter (Le., bodies I and 2) 0ver wide ranges had little effect on 0verall IOG system stability and performance. 
In summary the conclusions that ore drawn fr0m the investiga-ti0n 0f the effects 0f flexibility on the IOG system performance 
and configuration are the following: 
a. In 0rder to minimize the interface and telescope frequency 
and stiffness re'luired for stability senSQrs sh0uld be mounted 
on the telescope ra,ther than the inertial gimbal of the IOG. This w0uld necessitate bo,th a mechanical and electrical inte,r-face with the vari0us telescopes tha.t are to be mounted ou the IOG. 
b. The inter"ace frequency and corresponding stiffness required 
for neutral stability is appr0xima,tely 2.8 Hz and 1. 647xl06 
n-m/rad, respectively. It should be no,ted tlmt these values 
are required for neut,ral stability. In order to achieve ade-quate stability margins the interface frequency should be in-
creased between a factor of 1.5 to 2 corresp0nding to an increase 
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in stiffness of 2.25 to 4. It should be noted that the inter-face stiffness represents the gimbal stiffness, telescope mount-ing interface stiffness, and the stiffness of the telescope support m0dule as a lumped parameter. The reason for this is that the 
sensors will be m0unted on the 0ptical bench in order to con-trol the telescope line of sight while the attach point to the lOG will be on the back end of the telescope. Theref0re, the lOG gimbal compliance, interface c0mpliance, and telesc0pe sup-p0rt module compliance can be roughly viewed as springs in 
series. Hence it is seen that severe stiffness requirements 
will be placed 0n th" telesc0pe supp0rt m0dule in 0rd.er to 
achieve system stab:i.lity which traditionally has n0 such re-quirement thus c0mplica,ting its structural design. If bending 
m0de filters are tG be empl0yed to alleviate the telesc0pe 
stiffness requirements accura,te kn0wledge of system bending 
modes w0uld be required and each telescope would require its 0wn bending mode filter design making ehe lOG very payl0ad 
sensitive. 
4.3 Effects pf Flexibility 0n ehe SEPB - USing ehe I Hz p0int-ing contr01 loop as 0utlined in secti0n 3.2 the interface fre-quency and stiffness requirements were determined when sensors 
were m0unted 0n the inertial gimbal of t:he SEPIl and when they were 
mounted on the telesc0pe. 
When the sensors (i. e., rate gyros) were moun'ted on the inertial gimbal 0f the SEPB (i.e., b0dy 5) the interface frequency and stiff-
ness required for neutral stability was 0.5 and 2.5x104 n-m/rad, 
respectively. When t'he sensors were m0un·ted on the telesc0pe the interface frequency and stiffness required for Reu,tral stability 
was 6 Hz and 3.6x106 n-m/rad, respectively. For the SEPIl the re-lationship between interface frequency and stiffness is given by 
(12) 
These results are the reverse of th0se obtained f0r the lOG and further points up the effects 0f structural flexibility discussed in secti0n 4.1. Examinati0n of the inertias of the SEPIl inner gim-bal and the telescope (table 2-2) indicate that they are of the 
same order f0r the y and z axes and differ by a factor of 5 f0r the 
x axis. This is much smaller than the factors of 34 or 70 enc0untered f0r the raG depending on whether te1esc0pe inertia about the principal axes 0r a c00rdinate frame centeered ate the telescope to lOG gimbal attach p0int is empl0yed. Hence when senS0rs are mounted on the in-
ertial gimbal 0f the SEPB an apparent 100p gain increase "f a factor 
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of 5 occurs for the x axis and only requires a structural inter-face frequency of O.S Hz to achieve neutral stability. In fact the x axis is the only axis for which a minimum in'terface stiff-
ness is required for stability. For the y and z axes there .is 
no interface stiffness required for absolute stability about these axes. However, if pointing s.tability is to be main.·ta.ined to within ±l m peak the interface frequency and stiffness re-
quired is 3 Hz and 9.0xlOS n-m/rad, respectively. However, it 
should be noted that this interface frequency and stiffness re-quirement is only required to meet pointing performance but not for stability. Hence it is not required that margins of 1.5 or 2 be applied to these numbers in order to assure satisfactory 
system performance which would be the case as pointed out above 
when structu~al interface frequency and stiffness requirements 
at: necessary from a stability viewp<1lint. 
When the sensors are mounted on the telescope (body 6) the interface frequency and stiffness requirement for neu,tral stability 
is 6 Hz and 3.6xl06 n-m/rad, respectively. Again this result sup-po'rts the discussion given in section 3.1. Since the inertJus 
about the y and z axes for the SEPB inertial gimbal and the tele-
scope differ by only a factor of 1. 6 a large system lag results 
as indicated by equation (10); th"refore, the interface frequency and stiffness has to be relatively high in or.der to set the seeond 
order break frequency high enough with respect to the control loop bandwidth in order to achieve stability. In fact the axes whlch g0vern the interface frequency and stiffness requirements are the y and z axes. The value of interface frequency and s·ciffness re-quired f0r the x axis is appreciably below that ,,,hich is required for the y and z axes. 
In summary the following are t.he conclusions that are drawn fr0m the investigations performed on the effects of flexibility 
on SEPB pointing cont"ol loop performance: 
a. Sensors s:lould be ffi0untea on the SEPB inertial gimbal in 0rder to minimize the s·tructurral frequency and interface re-quirements for stability. The interface frequency and stiff-
ness required for stability is 0.5 Hz and 2.5xl04 n-m/rad and is governed by the x axis. 
b. The interfac.e frequency and s:tiffness requlred to maintain 
+1 '§"c peak pointing stabilHy in the presence of crew moti0n 
disturbances is 3 Hz and 9.0xl05 n-m/rad, respectively. This 
value of interface stiffness is approximately 0.5 that requi::ed 
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for the lOG thus alleviating the structural requirements for the telescope. In addition it should be noted that the SEPB 
would attach to the telescope metering truss whlch is tra-ditionally quite stiff due to thermal and dimensional stability 
requirements. Hence a 3 Hz in·terface frequency with its cor-
responding interface stiffness should be easier to achieve than a similar interface stiffness for the lOG. 
c. The interface frequency and stiffness required for neutral 
stability if sensors are mounted on the telescope is 6 Hz and 
3.6xl06 n-m/rad, respectJ.vely. This is an increase of a factor 
of 2 in interface frequency and a factor of 4 in interface 
stiffness over tha·t which is required when sensors are mounted 
on the inertial gimbal 0f the SEPB. 
4.4 Effects of Flexibility on the Floa,ted Pallet - Using the 1 Hz c0ntrol 100p bandwidth established in section 3.3, the in-
'terface frequency and stiffness requirements for stability and pointing performance were determined for the f0110wing cases: 
1. Sens0rs and actuators mounted on body 3 which corresponds to 0ne-third 0f the pallet inertia. 
2. Actuators mounted on b0dy 2 and sensors mounted on b0dy 3. 
3. Sens0rs and actuators m0unted 0n body 2. 
F0r case 1 where sensors a9.d actuatorB were mounted on body 3 there was n0 interface frequency or stiffness requirement between b0di",s 2 and 3 fr0m an absolute stability viewpoint. However, if +1 ~ peak painting stability is to be met in the presence of 
crew m0·tion disturbances 0ver the t0tal pallet structure the rota-ti0nal and translational interface frequency, rotational stiffness, 
7 ahd translati0nal stiffness had to be 4 Hz, 2.93xlQ n~m/rad, and 5 5.78xlO n/m. respectively. 
For case 2 where sensors were mounted on body 3 and actuat0rs on b0dy 2 the r0tati0nal and translational interface frequency, 
r0tational stiffness, and translational stiffness had to be 8 Hz, 
1.44xl08 n-m/rad, and 2.313xl06 n/m, to achieve neutral stability. It should be n0ted that the same results w0uld be obtained if the 
actuators were mounted on body 3 and the senS0rs were mounted 0n bIDdy 2 since the system is reciprocal and the system charac'teristic 
equation does not change. 
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For case 3 where both sensors and actuators were mounted on body 2 there was no interface frequency or stiffness requirement between bodies 2 and 3 required from the standpoint of absolute 
stability. However, approximately a 0.5 Hz interface frequency 
corresponding to linear interface stiffness of 3.6x104 nlm and 
a rotational stiffness of 4.58x105 nlm was required in order to 
meet ±l sec poinLi.ng stability over the total pallet. The Sig-
nificance of this result is that it gives an estimate as to the interface frequency and stiffness required by instrumen.ts that 
are mounted to the pallet. Since body 3 gets perturbed only through the flexible interface between bodies 2 and 3, body J 
can be considered as an experiment bolted to the pallet which 
can be considered as body 2. It is therefore seen that the inter-face frequency between experiments and pallet which is being 
stabilized to +l sec peak is only required to be in the vicinity 
of 0.5 Hz. Therefore, the floated pallet places the least ""stric-tion on telescope and positioning gimballing structural design. It should also be noted that the pallet pointing control system is least sensitive to payload characteristics and hence truly 
acts as an experiment base whic.h can accommodate a wide variety 
of payloads requiring precise pOinting accuracies. 
In summary the following are the conclusions derived from the investigations on the effect of flexibility on the floa'ted pallet: 
a. In order to ml.nUl1ze the floated pallet stiffness require-
men·ts sensors ancl actuators sh0uld be moun.ted on a relatively 
stiff section of pallet corresponding to approximately 30 per-
cent of the total pallet inertia having a first significant bending mQde in exces,s of 8 Hz. The interface frequency be-tween this section and the rest of the pallet should be 4 Hz if I sec pointing stability is to be maintained over the total pallet. 
b. The interface structural frequency between instruments 
mQunted 0n a pallet stabilized tQ ±l sec in 0rder to meet + 1 Set pointing sta,bility on the instrument is app;rox.i,.mately 0.5 Hz. This poses the least restriction on telescope struc-tural design of any of the systems investigated and can easily be met. This makes the pallet quite insensitive to payload 
ch-a;racteristics and hence truly aets as an exper!.men't base. 
capable 0f acc.0mmodating a large. variety of instruments re-quiring prec.ise p0in,tiltg-. 
Table 4-1 summarizes the results obtained for the we, ~EPJJ, and ]'loated Pallet with respect to the effects of structural flex-ibility. 
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Figure 4-1. Simplified Single Axis 5y;:l:em 
where: 
Til = lJistlcbance torque 
TC = Control torque 
"'s Sensor natural frequency (rate gyro was assumed) 
'ti = Actuator natural frequency a 
1St = Vehicle r-ate gain (n··m/rad/ sec) 
I<p ::;,~ Vehicle position gain (n-m/rad) 
Kr = Vehicle integral gain (n-m-sec/rad) 
'" n 
l'he vehicle dynamics sh0wn in figure 4-1 are schematically rep-
resented in figure 4-2. 
BODY hOJJY ~~ 
,j, 
I) 
Figure 4-2. Vehicle Dynamics 
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Table 4-1. Effects of Structural Flexibility for the IPS 
.t-
I 
~ 
SYSTEM 
Inside-Out Gimbal 
System (IOG) 
2 Hz Control Loop 
3 2.5xlO kg-m 2 
Instrament 
Standard Experiment 
Pointing Base (SEPB) 
1 Hz Control Loop 
3 2.5xlO kg-m 2 
Instrument 
Floated Pallet 
1 Hz Control Loop 
INTERFACE STIFFNESS FOR STABILITY lHTH FLEXIBLE 
INTERFACE I>ETI'iEEN 
SENSORS AND ACTUATORS 
ls.t Cantilever Mode 
f =2.846 Hz 
n 6 k=1.647xlO n~m/rad 
Should at least be in-
creased by a factor of 2 (5.692 Hz) to achieve 
adequate system 
response 
f =6 Hz 
n 6 k=3.599xlO n-m/rad 
f =8 Hz 
n 8 k=1.73xlO n-m/rad 
K=2.313xl06 n/m 
INTERFACE STIFFNESS FOR STABILITY WITH SENSORS 
AND ACTl!IATORS MOUNTED 
ON RIGID STRUCTURE 
ls.t Cantilever Mode 
f =7.967 Hz 
n 7 k=1.29lxlO n-m/rad 
f =0.5 Hz 
n 4 k=2.499xlO n-m/rad 
None required as long as 
rigid (i.e., 8 Hz) section 
corresponds to approximately 30 percent of the total pallet inertia 
'--~., 
INTERFACE STIFFNESS 
TO ~lliET POINTING 
STABILITY REQUIRE~ffiNT 
OF +1 SEC PEAK 
-
Not applicable 
f =3 Hz 
n 5 k=8.996xlO n-m/rad 
-
f =4 Hz 
n 7 k=2.93xlO n-m/rad 
5 K=5.784xlO n/m 
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5. SLEWING PERFORMANCE OF THE INSIDE-OUT GIMBAL (IOG) SYSTEM 
This section describes the performance of the lOG during 
telescope slewing. Two slew profiles were used in this evalua-
ti0n. One profile rep~esents the rate required to track an 
earth fixed point. The other profile was chosen to give 50 
percent higher rates than that required for earth tracking. 
Both of these slewing profiles were supplied by NASA. Two tele-
scopes were also used in the rOG slewing evaluation. One of the 
telescepes is the same as that used in the lOG lJointing perfor-
mance evaluations d.escrihed in the preceding sections, the panl-
me,ters of which are listed in table 2-5. The second telescope 
evaluated was considerably lighter than that used in the peinting 
performance studies. The geometric configuration and mass charac-
teristics for this telescope are shown j" figure 5-1 and listed 
in table 5-1, respectively. In all of the slewing studies the 
the suspension stiffness was set a 1/20 nominal as shown in sec-
tion 3. For convenience, the telescope used above in the lOG 
pointing perf0rmanc.e e.val1:l.ati0ns will bG referred ,to as the 
"baseline telesc0pe" while the sec0nd telescope will be called 
the "slewing telesc.ope." 
The two slew profiles that. were used are given in t.he equa-
tions below. 
Slew Profile 1 (",arth tracking) 
O(t)~1.136 tanh [37~;tJ 
-2 2 r)72-Ll w(t)~-l. 748xlO 8e"h l 65 J 
(1) 
(2) 
Slew p""Hle 2 (50 percent highe" rates than earth track~ng) 
e (t)=1.136 tanh [24~;t J (3) 
-2 2 [246-tl w(t)~-2.642xlO sech. 43] (4) 
Both 0f the slew profiles described in eqt1ations (1) thru 
(4) were applied to the baseline and slewing telescopes. The 
telescopes were slewed about the -y axis for both profil~s. In 
adclitian, beth telescopes were slewed using profile. 1 ab0ut an 
axis in the xy plane making an angle of 'Ir/4 (45 degrees) with 
both the -x and -y telescope axe::;, which rl!sults ill maximum 
coupling between the x and y telescope axes and lOG pedestal axes. 
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A satisfactory slew abou,t this axis w(ould imply satisfactory slew-ing about any axis located in the x-y plane. Examination of the 
slew profiles defined above implies that at time equal to zero the telescope is rotated 1.136 rad (65 degrees) negatively with 
respect to the axis about which the telescope is to be slewed. The telescope maneuvers between +1.136 rad about the slew axIs in 744 and 492 seconds f,,,: slew profiles 1 and 2, respectively. Due to the computer running times involved it was not feasible to run a complete 'ilew profile for either of the profiles defined. In order to achieve realistic computer running times, 100 s6l:.onds of the slew profiles described were run. The system was initialize.d properly for ±50 seconds about the point at which maximum rate 
occurs which is 372 and 246 seconds for profiles 1 and 2, respec-tively. This initialization runs thrC!mgh the maximum telescope 
rates and accelerations represented by both slewing profiles thus resulting in maximum telescope tracking errors, lOG pedestal ro-tations and translations, and rOG isolator elongations. Table 5-2 summarizes the results of the lOG slewing studies. 
Examination of table 5-2 indicates that the lOG is capable of 
satisfactorily slewing the "slewing telescope" through both slew profiles about any axis in the xy plane. The maximum resulting pedestal rotation aad isolator elongation is apprroximately 
-2 
-2 9.l2xlO rad (5 degrees) and 2.65xlO m (1.04 inches), respectively. These values especially for the. isolator elongation are within 
state-of-the-art isolator design. In addition, the maximum control torque required was 1.69 n-m when using profile 2 which is well 
within the capability of direct drive DC turquers of feasible 
size and volume. Direct drive DC torquers are de.sirahle from il pointing control vieWf>oint since they eliminate the oonlinearities that usually accompany geared torquers. The largest tracking 
error inc-urred was 1.474 ~ when using slew profile 2. However, it is anticipated that this error could be reduced to less than an 
arc second by a slight increase in telescope control loop gains. 
Examination of table 5-2 shows that slewing the baseline tele-
scope evenly through slew profile 1 results in relatively large 
rotations and t:;:ansla,tions of the lOG pedestal accompanied by sub-
stantial elongations of the rOG isolators. The lOG pedestal ro-tated .176 rad (10 degrees) and 0.179 rad (10.3 degrees) about the x and y axes, respectively, and was accompanied by an isolator 
elongation of 9.l61xlO-2 m (3.61 inches) when the telescope was 
slewed about an axis in the xy plane making an angle of rr/4 rad (45 degrees) with respect to the telescope -x arnd -y axes. It is difficult to design a suspeasion that will give. satisfactory per-fo,rmance and have uniform :.haracteristics [or eloHgatiolls in the 
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order of 10,16 cm (4 inches). When attempting to slew the base-line telescope through slew profile 2, pedestal rotations and isolator elongations are appreciably more severe than those in-
curred using slew profile 1, as table 5-2 indicates. It should be noted that when using slew profile 2, the rotntions of the IOG pedestal are so severe that the assumptions of small angular rotation of the lOG pedestal, made in the derivation of the equa-tions of motion for the slewing model, are no longer val:Ld. 
The results of the lOG slewing studies further indicate the 
sensitivity of lOG performance to payload characteristics. It is doubtful that the lOG will be able to satisfactorily track a point on earth with a telescope whose inertia is in excess of 
103 kg_m2 within acceptable pedestal rotations and translations, and isolator elongations. This sens:Ltivity of lOG performance to payload eharacteris·tics, als0 shown in section 4, is the most 
significant shortcoming of the lOG system. 
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Table 5-1. Slewing Telescope Mass Properties 
11=932 kg 
2 J =388 kg-m 
x 
2 J =388 kg-Ill 
Y 
2 J =1,719 kg-Ill 
z 
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Table 5-20 lOG Slewing Performance 
I 51.EW tELESCOPE TIL\CKING roc PEDI!S'rAL [DC PIWHS1'(.L ISOLATOn CONTRO!. PROFILE SLEII ERROIl ROTATION ttl TRANSLAT nm lil.ONGAT ION TORQUE AXIS (rml) (rad) (matct"l;) (meters) (n-III) 
. -. . -. -2 x"1.566xlO-) T -. Ex"'1. 88)(10 xE x (.7402 in) (.0625 111) ex 
1 
-y axis -6 S .. 4.59x10-2 a g-4.89:IdO c -0 yo. T -0.836 Y (.1.008 SiiC) y (2.63 deg) y ey 
e -. e -0 
ez .. t~~Kt~~J z"1.182x1O-2 Te% -0 %E % (.4652 In) 
9
xE-O e -0 Elt~i:i~~O~~) -J x"3x10 T -0 x (.llB in) ex Slewing 
telescope 2 -y axis 6 -7.1SxlO-6 -2 c -0 y-. TCy"1.69 
o "9.12)(10 (9J2 kg) 
yE (1..474 ~) y (5.225 deg) y 
e -0 e -0 E _2.6hlO-J -2 T -0 z"2.29x-1O %E % % (.103 in) (.902 in) e% . 
-6 n ::as.27X'lO-2 -, -3 exE-4.5J~19--... Ex-t~~~l~ll; x-l.85xlO T -0.949 In xy plane (.9J4 sec) x (3,02 deg) (.073 in) ox 
1 w/4 rad with 
-6 e -S.32x10-2 e _Z.17x10-2 -J respect: to e E"A,59x.LO y-L938X'lO T -0.963 telescope -x y. (.9464 sec) y (3.048 deg) y (.854 in) (.076 in) ey and -y axes 
E _Z.04x:l0-3 z-2.653xl0-2 ezE~o e :.::0 T .0 % z (.08 in) (1.044 in) e% Li e -0 o -0 -2 -J ex -9. 92:x10 x-5.725xlO T -0 xE x (3.906 In) (.2254 '0) ex 
1 
-y .lxis -6 a -0.249 £ "'0 y-O T -5.33 o E-4.17xlO. y (0.86;;;C) y (14.27 deg) y oy 
o -0 o _0 -J z-6.5927010-2 T e -4.39X'10 -0 zE z z (.L728 in) (2.595 ill) e% 
°')l:E-O o -0 c -0.270 x-L 725xlO-2 T -0 x x (10.6 '0) (.679 in) ex BBpeline 
2 
-6 Telescope -y axi!i o E-a.05x.lO e ... 0.674 c -0 y-O '£ -14 • .1 (2.39xlOJ kg,) Y (1.66 sec) y (38.6 deg) y ey 
u 
o -0 A -0 -J z"0.1726 -0 Cz"~:~~;l~n) T zE z (6.795 '0) e% 
-6 
o .. 0.176 -2 x-4.375dO-J "J.89 I)xE.""Z.09xlR-.,. e ""7.15xlO T In xy plane (.431 sec) x (10.08 deg) :oc (2.IH5 111) (.172 ill) 
" 1 "llj r:lu with 
o E"'2. 26xlO- 6 -2 -3 respect to o -0.179 c =6.7Lxl.O y'"J.97SxlO T ·3.M~ t.e'lcscope -x Y' (.466 .sec.) y (10.26 deB) y (2.642 in) (.157 1n) ey 
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6. COMPARISON OF THE IOG, SEPB, AND FLOATED PALLET SYSTEMS 
In this section the rOG, SEPB, and Floated Pallet are compared relative to each other. The format for this comparison is a tabular listing giving the advantages and disadvantages Qf each of the sys-tems investigated. Comparison between system weight and the pallet/ telescope interface stiffness requir.ements is also presented. How-ever, before presenting the comparison tables some gener.al comments on the systems investigated are in order. 
The one main disadvan,tage of the lOG sys tPIIl is its extreme 
sensitivity to payload characteristics. This payload sensitivity 
manifests itself in three ways: 
a. Severe stiffness requirements are placed upon the telescope 
structural design. These stiffness requiremen,ts apply to the t0tal telescope structure including the instrument and subsys-tem compartment behind the actual telescope (i. e., optical bench), which traditionally does nQt require a stiff struc-tural design. Hence telescope structu.ral design will be driven to a great degree by lOG stability and performance needs rather than the requirements primarily placed upon its design from the 
scientific mission it is to perform. Compensation for telescope flexibility can be designed in Qrder to alleviate the require-
ments for s true tu-ral rigidi ty. However -' if this approach is 
adop'ted, a phase stabilization technique woultl be requir.ed in 
order to maintain the 2 Hz control loup I>andwiclth requIred to 
meet pointin.g performance. This WOl:1JJ necessitate accurate knQwledge Qf telescope and interface flexibility characteristics, 
which can possibly require on.,...boarcl Tll(;!aSlrreme.nt, and the capa-bility of varying compensator char.acter i.s tics as a fUIlt: tion of these meaSl:lrements. 
b. Senso'lCS required for lOG cQ"trol should be mounted on the telesco_pc. in 0rder to minimize the interface and telesco.pe 
struc tural stiffness req,uired for sys tern stability. This de-tracts from the rOG as a ge'Reral purpose experiment accommodator and requires a mechanical and an additio"al electrical interface. 
c. Pedestal rotations, translatioIls, and isolator elongation as a function of telescope mass, inertia characteristics, and slew prQfiles. This sensitivity prQbably will [wt allQw the slewing 
Qf telescopes large'c than 1,000 kg_m2, even for earth point tracking, in orde!: to main,tain pede.stal IIlotion and isoln.to:r 
elollga;tions wi thin tolerable limi ts. 
The advantage of the lOG system is that it does nQt require payload mass balancing, thus making it ame.unable to clianging telescope. instrument packa'ges as desired wi.thout telescope re-balancing. In additiQn, the IOC is the lowest weight system of 
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options investigated. The lOG will also be the minimum cost option of the Instrument POinting Systems considered, however, in light of the payload sensitivity described above it is not apparent that 
minimum overall program cost would result. 
The SEPll does not exhibit the degree of payload sensitivity as the lOG, however, it does place relatively severe gimbal to telescope in·terface stiffness requirements in order to meet tele-
scope pointing stability performance. However, there is one sig-nificant difference between the SEPll and lOG. Since the SEPB is 
a center of mass mount (i.e., telescope eN must be constrained to a "small" radius sphere with respect to the gimbal intersection point), it can conveniently be attached to the telescope optical bench. The optical bench is normally made 'lULt" stiff due to thermal and dimensional stability considerations. Tilus the stiff-ness required to meet pointing stability will probably not drive telescope structural design. In addition, the stiffness require-
ments for the SEPE is to meet pointing performance and is not re-quired for absolu,te system stability. This means that the inter-face stiffness does not have to be designed with any safety margins. Also from structural c0nside1:"ations the stiffness requirements across the interface are minimized if th.e sensors are mounted on the SEPB inner or inertial gimbal. This eliminates a mechanical and elec-trical interfac.e anm makes the SEPB a piece of general experiment 
accommodation equipme.nt. 
The SEPB exhibit:s the bes t sle"ing capability of the three systems investigated. There is no restriction on the size of telescope used or the slew pTofile that could be performed [rom a dynamic viewpoint. The only re.striction is that the gimbal torquer has sufficient to·rque to execute a desired slew profile for a particular. telescope being considered. 
There are two pr.imary disadvantages to the SI~PB systems. These are: 
a. The need for telescope mass balancing in order to achieve 
satisfactory pointing performance. This would complicate the logistics of changing t:elescope experimeHt packages thus de-tracting fr0rn its role as an overall experiment accommodator. 
b. It is p"ojected to be the heaviest of t:he systems con~ 
sidered particularly when considering multiple telescope 0perati0fls. 
There are two principal disadv,mtages to the Float:ed Pallet 
system: 
~. The Floated P"llet requires a control moment gyro system. 
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b. It would not be feasible to maneuver the total orbiter in 
order to perform telescope slewing due to control moment gyro 
system size and torque considerations. lIence a separate gim-balling system would be required in order to perform accurate telescope slewing. If there are slew requirements for many 
of the projected Spacelab experiments, this would require the use of essentially redunda'lt Instrument Pointing Systems. 
·rhe three prime advantages of the Floated Pallet concept are: 
a. The total pallet is stabilized to +1 sec thus making it 
an ideal experiment carrier or base for all types of experi-
ments requirin~ precise pointing aCCUT<lcy. 
b. The Floated Pallet is not senHitiv(! to payload char"ctcr-is-tics mak:i..ng it an ideal piec.e uf experiment accollunodal lOll 
equipment. There are virtually no requi.ruiUents on telc'HGope 
structural integrity that would probably not be met by standard 
structural design. In addition, all control gear would be 
mounted on the pallet thus eliminating mechanical and elee-trica! interfaces with the various pallet mounted experiments. 
c. Use of the Floated Pallet sys tern ,;ill eliminate the con-taminants due to maintaining the orbiter attitude \vith the p"esently defined hypergolic reaction control system. It 
should be noted that if contamination considerations require the use of CMGs in order to eliminate the contamination ef-fects of the orbiter ReS, one of the prime objections to the Bloated Pallet concept, both from a cost and complexity 
viewpoint, is removed. The additional effort required to float the pallet does nol: appear to be appreciably, hence it would be. a real contender fo'r the Spacelab Instrument Pointing System. Even if: separate gimballing ~ystcms would be required to perform accurnte telescope slewIng, Llie Floated Pallet should still be conHidcred for dcvl'lDpment once CHUs become a necessity from a contaminatIon viewpoint. Til is would 
eliminate the interface and telescopr.~ HtructtlJ.-al stiffness 
requirements that would otherwise be. present in gimball.ing 
concepts, thus yielding payload insensitive performance 
charac teris tics. 
Table 6-1 shows the weight comparison between the lOG, SEPB, and Floated Pallet concepts. Table 6-2 shows the comparison be-tween the structural interface stiffness requirements [or the 
systems considered. Tables 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5 summar"i.%0. the over-
all adval1·tages and cllsadvanLagt!s of L1H:! Spacelab lnstrulUcn·t Point-ing Syst~ms. 
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Table 6-1. Instrument Pointing System Weight Summary 
Inside-Out Gimbal System (lOG) 
Weight of Gimbal and Pedestal = 488 kg (1,076 Ib) 
St'!ndard Experiment Pointing Base (SEPB) 
Weight of SEPB = 962 kg (2,121 lb) 
Floated Pallet 
Suspension \'Ieigh t [11 kg/corner (24.25 Ib)] 44 kg (97 lb) 
Retention System \,eight [4 kg/mechanism (8.818 lb)] 20 kg (44.09 lb) 
CHG Haunting Rack (Four CNGs) 90 kg (198.4 lb) 
CNG \\Teight [190 kg/CNG (418.9 Ib)] 760 kg (1,676 Ib) 
CNG Electronics [9.07 kg/box (20 Ib)] 18.14 kg (40 Ib) 
Total Floated Pallet \,eight 932.1 kg (2,055 Ib) 
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I Table 6-2. Effects of Flexibility on InstrQment Pointing System 
INTERFACE STIFFNESS FOR INTERFACE STIFFNESS FOR INTERFACE STIFFNESS 
SYSTEH STABILITY IVITH FLEXIBLE STABILITY IVITH SENSORS TO blEET POINTING INTERFACE BETWEEN AND ACTUATORS HOUNTED STABILITY REQUIRE~lENT SENSORS AND ACTUATORS ON RIGID STRUCTURE OF +l SEC PEAK 
Inside-Out Gimbal 1st Cantilever Node 1st Cantilever Node Not Applicable System (IOG) 
2 Hz Control Loop f =2.846 Hz f =7.967 Hz 
2.Sxl03 kg_m2 n 6 n 7 k=1.647xlO n-m/rad k=1.29lxlO n-m!rad 
I 
Instrument 
Should at least be in-
creased by a factor 
of 2 (5.692 Hz) to 
achieve adequate 
system response 
l' 
c" Standard Experiment f =6 Hz f =0.5 Hz f =3 Hz Pointing Base (SEPB) n 6 n 4 n 5 1 Hz Control Loop k=3.599xlO n-m/rad k=2.499xlO n-m/rad k=8.996xlO n-m/rad 
3 2 I 2.5xlO kg-m Instrument 
: 
I I f =4 Hz I Floated Pallet f =8 Hz None required as long as I 1 Hz Control Loop I 
n 8 rigid (i.e., 8 Hz) section n 7 k=1.73xlO n-m/rad 
corresponds to approximately k=2.93xlO n-m/rad 6 
K=5.784xl05 n/m K=2.313xlO n/m 30 percent of the total i pallet inertia 
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Table 6-3. Inside-Out Gimbal System (lOG) 
ADVANTAGES DISADVAl.'lTAGES 
• Projected to be the minimum !;eight option. 
• Does not require payload mass balance. 
Projected to be minimum cost option. Hmvever, it is not at all apparent that the lOG !;ould 
result in overall minimum program cost. 
• Does not require a stiff pallet. 
• Does not require pallet suspension a 
• Shuttle attitude can be maintained by ReS. 
Does not require accurate roll (i.e., about 
telescope line-of-sight) stabilization if 
consistant tvi th experiment requirements. 
Sensors should be mounted on telescope in order to minimize the telescope and gimbal/interface stiffness requirements for stability. This !wuld force an IPS/experiment mechanical 
and electrical interface detracting from the lOG utility as 
a piece of experiment aceo~modation equipment. 
Severe stiffness requirements on the total telescope struc-ture and telescope gimbal interface result, even if sensors 
are mounted on the telescope. 
High gimbal/pallet and telescope stiffness required for 
stability. Hence, must be designed with proper margins. 
If flexible body ~ompensation is to be employed in order 
to achieve stability while alleviating telescope and gimbal 
stiffness requirements, the resulting design would have to be performed for each payload individually, thus making the 
rOG extremely payload sensitive. 
Since loop bandwidths of 2 Hz or better are required for 
meeting system performance, phase stabilization techniques !,'ould be needed for flexible body compensation. This re-quires an accurate knowledg" of flexible body characteris-tics ,.".hich can possibly necessitate an on-board measuring 
system. 
Slewing payloads in excess of 103 kg-nl to perform earth point tracking is not feasible if pedestal motions and isolator elongations are to be kept within tolerable limits. 
Since the lOG mounts to the back end of the telescope, large volumes are swept out as the telescope is positioned, 
making the mounting of multiple telescopes difficult. 
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Table 6-3. lnside-0u,t Gimbal System (IOG) (Conellided) 
ADVANTAGES BlSADVANTAGES 
Acquis.itioH star trackers wo"lld be required for each tele-
scope since accurate locactioH of one telescope with respect to the otfuer would be difficult in light of the IOG shock-
mount. Tfuis is aggravated as the SID.oc·kmount is made 
softer, as is p,resently indicated (i.e., the shockmollnt 
stiff Hess shoald be reduced by a factor of 20 to 30 from 
tfue present nomiRal stiffness vallie of 104 n/m). 
Separate servos and retention/releasing mechanism would be 
required for each lOG. 
Sl,'Cl'ttle attitude would be maintained by a hypecr:golic RCS, thlis maximizing the possibility of experiment contamination. 
As mission time increases, an increasillg RCS weight penalty 
results. 
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Table 6-4. Sta"daTd EXl'eTimellt PoiRtiag Base (SEPB) 
AlilVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES l' Does no,t reqluire stiff pallet. 
D0es no't reqi1.:l'ire pallet s,l!l'spensi0u. 
Shuttle attittlde caR be maiRtaiRed by RCS. 
Sellso'rs aad actuato,rs caR be aHd s,],omld be 
mouRted OR the SEPB iRRer gimbal, thus elil!l-
iRating a'R electrical/mechanical iRterface 
p'FeseR,t fo'r the lOG. 
Although a 3 Hz iRterface stiffness is re-
quired for the gimbal aHd the gimbal-to-
telescope illterface, the attach poiRt to 
the telescope is a,t the em,. I t is there-
fo,re relatively simple to attach to the 
teleSic0pe truss s-tr1:lcture '\>.l:fu.ich is 
usually very stiff fr0m o,ptical, thermal, 
and dimensiollal stability conside"ation. 
TV01!llcl Ro,t req1!lire separate acq!1.!lisiti01!l star 
trackers. 
Telescope slewing easily achieved fo" a 
large variety of pay10ads and slew profiles. 
Sweeps out minimwn vol1:lme ~fRen p0siti01!ling 
telescope. 
• System not as payloacl sensitive as rOG. 
Does Bot req1:lire a.eeurate roll (i.e., abol!l-t 
the telescope line-of-sigllt) if consistall,t 
"!i th e}.-periment require'ments,. 
• Requires experiment mass balance. 
Proj,ectea to se beaviest of the systems censicie:red, particu-larly whell considering mmltiple telescopes. 
Each telescope requires a se,par ate SEPB. This will only 
allo<, tI,e mountillg of tl<O telescopes without exceeding 
the pallet weight capability. 
Shuttle attittlde I<otlld be mailltained by hypergolic ReS, 
maximizing the possibility of experiment contamination. 
As mission time is extended, an increasing-RCS ftlel weight penalty is paid. 
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Ta-ble 6-5. F1.oated Pallet 
AJilVANTAGES DISADVAt'lTAGES 
'. Stabilizes total pallet ta I sec accur"cy, Requires CNGs f0r pallet/sh"ttle stabiliza,tion. thus m"king total pallet a stable experiment 
carrier. Requires stiff pallet (4 Hz first significaRt bending mode). 
• Req"ires pallet suspension/retention system. 
Requires separate servoed gimballing system to perform 
experimeat sle"ing and tracking. 
'''.-< 
Re~p.!lires oaly positiol1ing gimbals for tile 
various telesc0pes mounted oa the pallet. 
Gimbals d,a Rot have to be aC ti vely s,ervaed. 
Tllis 0nly applies to experimeRts that re-
qluire p0iRting aad not thase tllat require 
sle1<ing. Requires acculCate (i. e., < + 1 ~) thlCee axis s,tabilizatiOl'. 
Does not req-1!l.ire sep.arate acquisition star 
t'I'ackers for each telescope. 
Hill resl!llt in ml.nlml'lIll gimbal/telescape inter-
face stiffness requiremeRts (i. e., bettl7een 0.5 and 1 Hz). 
~1inimizes experiment contamination proID,ability 
siac,e sl'lI1.!1·ttle attit1.!1de is maintained via CHGs. 
As missioR diuration is illcreasecl, the weigfu-t 
penal ty d'ue ta tJ,e addition af CHGs decreases. 
• Experimen-t mass b-alaaciag is Rot requirecl. 
System is essentially payload insensitive and is adaptable to a "ide variety of payloads • 
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7. RECOHMENDED FUTURE EFFORT 
The following tasks are recommended to continue and extend the investigations perfocmed in this study to better evaluate, 
specify, and compare the lOG, SEPB, and Floated Pallet systems. 
a. Iletermine the stability of the raG system as a function 
of the following system parameters: 
1) Suspension characteristics (Le., stiffness and damp-ing) . 
2) Telescope look angle. 
3) Telescope mass <lnd inertia characteristics. 
4) Variation in telescope em loc<ltion. 
5) Sensor and actuaLor character:islies. 
6) Interface stiffness. 
7) Contr01 law structlire. 
The interrelationship betwee[;l these parameters and their effect 
Oll lOG stability sh01ll1d be determined. 
b. Dete-rmine the adap tability of the rOG in accommocia ting 
various projected payload perf0~tlIance requirements. Estab-lish whether. one sespension design would be adeqwate to meet the requirements for the projected payloads or multiple 
suspension clesigLls would be reqwired. 
c. Es·tablish the ef£ec ts of gimbal [ric t ion, wi. re to'rq til'S, 
and 0 ther per tinen t gimbal nonlineari t ll~s on IOC <lild SJo:P n pointing and slewing performance. 
d. Determine the effect of wire to;rqul.!s un tho. po·inLil.1g per.-formance of the Floated Pallet. 
e. ])etermine t:he effe.cts of sensor and actuato:r noise on the pointing performance of the raG, SEPB, and Flouted l'allet. EstalDlish the allowable levels of the!-)c noise. Sourc.es con-
sistent with meeting ±l ~ pointin.g stnbLli.t:y. 
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f. Determine the effects 0·[: sampling and quantization on the pointing performance of the lOG, SEPB, and Floated Pal-let. Establish the required sampling rate and quantization levels that would yield satisfact<,,:-y system perf0rmance. 
g. Befine in detail the hardware "0mplement required for the lOG, SEPB, and Floated Pallet concepts. Particular 
emphasis should be given to determining the hardware needed for multiple telesc.0pe operation. In addition, the modi-£ica,tions to the pallet structure required to yield the 
needed stiffness for satisfactory Floated Pallet stability 
and pOinting per.formance be defined in enough detail to make 
an accurate evaluation of the level of effort involved. 
h. Perform a de'taileu t:0t;t analysis of the. lOG, SEPB, and Floated Pallet syste.ms tn 0nler. t.o all ah.!.t ... the uptjmum choLee 
or possible cholLe!:> of f.ns t rumenL PC) ill t j Jig Sy~ tUUl8. 
